In This Issue . . .

Music and Culture. It seems that NPM is returning again and again to this nebulous, but important topic, for, as the BCL document, Music in Catholic Worship, says: "A musician may judge that a certain composition is good music but his musical judgment really says nothing about whether and how this music is to be used in this celebration. The signs of the celebration must be accepted and received as meaningful for a genuinely human faith experience for these specific worshippers. This pastoral judgment can be aided by sensitivity to the cultural and social characteristics of the people who make up the congregation; their age, culture, and education."

The issue begins with a presentation given by Felice Rainoldi at this year's meeting of Universa Laus (See Pastoral Music, December-January, 1984, p. 6). It is most important because it explores several words not too often used in American liturgical studies: inculturation, adaptation, and assimilation. While theoretical in nature, this article is tied to a very practical question: just how secular should church music become?

Following our lead article, four branches of our culture are explored: the mainline suburban parish (Irwin), a Mexican Parish (Jabusch), black Catholics (Sharps), and a critique of the "Polka Mass" (Koscieska).

American culture is diverse indeed, and the concerns facing ethnic groups vary widely. I found it interesting that Kevin Irwin recommends that we should not smother ritual actions with music, and that Willard Jabusch, comparing the poor Mexican parish to a wealthy American parish asks, "Why does a North American parish, with its far greater resources, better educated people, wonderful organ and trained musicians, still sound so timid and so sad? Are we looking in the wrong place for help in our music programs?"

I found it interesting that Ron Sharps' survey of black parishes discovered that over 75% of the choir directors were Catholic. And I found it particularly interesting that the polka mass is dismissed precisely because it is not culturally acceptable!

There is lots more for you to discover—not only in this issue, but in your own exploration of the relation of culture to pastoral music.

Our two practical articles will help liturgists and planners: The first will provide help for musicians who are isolated from the planning of the liturgy but need that planning information for selecting music (Huntington); the second explores how music ministry is based upon the ministry of the word (Baerwald).

Also in this issue is lots of news about the NPM School for Cantors (there are nine of them this year!) and our regional conventions in Providence, Cleveland, Metuchen, Houston, Kansas City, and Orange. Plan to attend now. These regional conventions will contain a special program on "Searching for Excellence: The Role of NPM."

Remember how exciting it is to share your talents with others. See you there!

V.C.F.
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AWE

The Association of Worship Executives is an informal gathering of persons who have the responsibility of serving various denominations and churches in the role of executives for worship. Since the reform of Vatican II, almost every major liturgical church — Episcopal, Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Presbyterian, and Methodist — has formed an office responsible for providing leadership in the development, promotion, reform or formation of the liturgical rites of their churches. AWE is a forum providing the opportunity for these staff persons to exchange ideas on programs and to discuss mutual concerns.

This year’s meeting was in Chicago on January 3, and attracted about 15 worship executives, including Canadian representatives of the Anglican and Roman Catholic churches, and the United Church of Christ, and an American representative of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.

Exchange was lively and informative. For further information regarding next year’s meeting, contact AWE, 225 Sheridan St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20011.

NAAL

The North American Academy of Liturgy, an association of liturgists from the United States and Canada, formed to provide mutual enrichment and intellectual exchange, gathered in Chicago January 3-6, 1984. The primary format of the meeting centered around several special interest groups, designed much like a graduate seminar. Reports of these group activities are contained in the summer issue of Worship magazine.

Of special interest to musicians is a group concerned with scholarly musical topics chaired by Sr. Mary Alice O’Connor, coordinator of the Liturgical Music Program at Catholic University. Last year this group heard a paper by Rev. Ed Foley, Capuchin on “Music in Ritual: A Pre-theological Investigation” (published this spring by the Pastoral Press). This year Rev. Michael Gilligan presented a paper on Hymnology, which stimulated an interesting exchange among the members present.

The two general sessions were addressed by incoming Vice President Gordon Lathrop, who explored the need to recover images, especially biblical images, in the liturgy. The Berakah Award was presented to Rev. Eugene Brand, Secretary for Worship of the Lutheran World Federation, Geneva, Switzerland. His address was a stirring call to envision the ecumenical force of liturgy. At the heart of his presentation was a vision that churches have a more positive hope for union and ecumenism on a national level (e.g., between the American Lutheran Church and the American Roman Catholic Church) than on an international level. His point was that national cultures bring about a sense of unity within churches, and that international considerations may tend to keep us separated. It was a fascinating challenge to an ecumenical group of North American liturgists.

Rev. Dan Coughlin Resigns

He was elected and served as chairman of the Federation of Diocesan Liturgical Commissions, coordinated the Papal liturgy in Chicago’s Grant Park, and served as counselor and friend to many a new colleague appointed to a similar position in a smaller diocese.

But, above all these accomplishments, Don Coughlin has served as an advocate for recognizing the role of prayer and prayerfulness in the liturgy, for encouraging a wide range of ethnic diversity within the liturgy, and for insisting that the heart of a successful liturgical celebration is the expression of faith by the people celebrating. A master politician without being political himself, a patient man without being uninvolved, Dan Coughlin reflects the prayer, the faith, and the diversity that he so often advocated for others.

His retirement from the directorship will provide him a year of working in the Berkeley School of Theology, and among the monks at Gethsemane, and the Brothers of Charity at Calcutta, India. NPM wishes Dan Coughlin the best in his new work. Heartfelt thanks to him from all of us who share the ministry of liturgy with him.

New Age Prayer

through an ancient tradition
at a price you can afford.
Write:

Hallelujah Harps
P.O. Box 24
Glendale Springs, N.C. 28639
Register Now!

"The most helpful of workshops I have attended; I am still drawing on it."

P.C.
1983 NPM Cantor School Attendee
Fairfield, CT

1984 NPM School for Cantors
A Week-Long Intensive Program for Parish Cantors

Program Coordinator
James Hansen, renowned Cantor and dynamic clinician, was former Cantor at the National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, Washington, DC and is presently Director of Music, Immaculate Conception Church, Traverse City, MI. As well as serving as Coordinator, Mr. Hansen will present the Cantor-Animation sessions for all regional Schools.

Featuring —
- Practical sessions in liturgy, scripture (Psalms), history, and repertory for beginning and advanced cantors
- Week-long sessions in voice for both inexperienced and accomplished singers
- Special sessions in cantor accompaniment and in starting and maintaining a cantor program in your parish
- Particular focus on the new art of cantor-animation

For free brochure call or write, indicating which regional School you plan to attend:

NPM School for Cantors
225 Sheridan Street, NW
Washington, DC 20011
(202) 723-5800

9 Regional Schools
with a location near you:

Rochester, NY
April 23-27, 1984

Miami, FL
April 30-May 4, 1984

Portland, OR
May 28-June 1, 1984

Washington, DC
June 11-June 15, 1984

St. Louis, MO
June 25-29, 1984

Baton Rouge, LA
July 9-13, 1984

Huntington, NY
July 23-27, 1984

Colorado Springs, CO
July 30-August 3, 1984

Milwaukee, WI
August 13-17, 1984

Tuition: $165.00
(NPM Members, Only $155)
Advanced: $145.00
(NPM Members, Only $135)
Advanced tuition must be paid 3 weeks prior to regional session.

Member Discount*

*Member Discount applies to individual NPM members and to cantors whose parish is an NPM regular member.
NPM Chapters

NPM Chapters all over the country are actively supporting pastoral music in their parishes by sponsoring events and workshops that address the special needs of their own musicians. Here are just a few of the “goings-on.”

Cleveland Chapter
The Diocese of Cleveland Music Commission sponsored John Pell in a Guitar Clinic and Concert. It was reported to be a great success with approximately 200 in attendance. Staging the event was a cooperative effort between the Music Commission and the NPM Cleveland Chapter. Chapter volunteers handled on site registration and hospitality as well as manning a booth with NPM materials and information. This generated a lot of interest, both for the National Association and for the local chapter, as it gave the members an opportunity to chat with prospective members and others interested in pastoral music.

Buffalo Chapter
This is a special type of chapter for NPM because it is an affiliate chapter. The Church Musicians Guild of Buffalo has recently applied and been granted a permanent charter with NPM and we would like to welcome them to our family. On November 10th the Church Musicians Guild sponsored a program given by Alice Parker on Creative Hymn Singing at the Villa Maria Institute of Music. The evening began with wine and cheese and continued with the presentation by Ms. Parker. Using the Worship II Hymnal as the springboard, Ms. Parker led the musicians through a discovery of our rich heritage of hymns, including chant, psalter, chorale, folk, composed, and spiritual hymns.

In January the Guild/Chapter presented “A Cantor Workshop” by Donald Fellows, held at St. Joseph’s Cathedral.

Providence Chapter
On November 17 Father Anthony Marcini addressed the Providence Pastoral Musicians on “Understanding the Roman Liturgy.” Father Anthony is the Choir Director at St. Augustine’s in Providence, and, as priest and musician, offered a keen sense of the liturgy and understanding of the two ministries. This is a great example of how we help each other, musician to musician.

In January the Providence Pastoral Musicians addressed the topic “The Clergy and Musician, Building a Firm Relationship.”

Oklahoma City
Chapter in the News
We were pleased to receive a clipping from “The Sooner Catholic” the diocesan newspaper in Ada, Ok., wherein one of NPM’s members is seen chatting with fellow staff members of St. Joseph’s Church in Ada. Rudy Lupinski, the organist and choir director at St. Joseph’s, explains in the article that even though he has been a “pastoral musician” since he was in the sixth grade, his understanding of that role began only after he attended a convention of the National Association of Pastoral Musicians. “Now,” he said, “I want more and more.” Thanks, Rudy, for the endorsement from the grass roots of Oklahoma. The Ok. City Chapter is alive and well in Oklahoma.

Arlene Anderson

Introducing...Baldwin SilentTouch™ Classical Organs

By combining contemporary microprocessor technology with traditional tonal standards, Baldwin establishes a new level of musical performance in moderately priced instruments.

Model 625

Selecting an organ for any church can be a complex and confusing process. Our certified Baldwin Master Organ Guild representative can provide valuable assistance in planning an installation that will consider the requirements of your music program as well as proper placement in your building.

Model 636

Model 645

Hear For Yourself. Send for the Model 645 record albums with classical organist Bene Hammel and Billy Graham Crusades musicians Bill Fasig and John Innes. Albums are $5 each, or $9 for both. To learn more about the Baldwin SilentTouch Classical Organs, send for a free booklet. Write to: Baldwin Piano & Organ Company, Dept. PM-284, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.
Communication is essential in order to have good liturgy. However, in a large parish, where there are several organists, a dozen cantors, an adult choir, a folk group, and regular clergy along with weekend associates, communicating liturgy plans is a challenge.

At St. Joseph, Fullerton, communication of liturgy plans is initiated and guided by mailings, the nucleus of which is composed of sets of "Liturgical Music Notes." These "Notes" serve as a framework for the music to be used at liturgies.

The idea of liturgical Music Notes is based on sets of "Liturgy Notes" developed by Reverend Bob Hartnett, an associate pastor at St. Joseph, Fullerton, whose major responsibility is liturgy. These "guidelines" are his way of communicating a basic liturgy plan to the other resident clergy and deacons as well as visiting priests, while still allowing for individual tastes within a given liturgy (See Sample).

Each sheet includes a statement about the focus and readings for a particular liturgy as well as suggested penitential rites, general intercessions, greetings, blessings, dismissals, prefaces, eucharistic prayers and other remarks and/or "givens" such as incensing, gospel processions and special rites.

Recently, a subcommittee of the reorganized Liturgy Committee at St. Joseph has taken over a large part of this work, especially seasonal planning and special liturgies, and will eventually be responsible for all of it. Ultimately, Father Hartnett is responsible for compiling, editing, and then publishing the notes, about a month in advance. As Director of Music, I am a part of this subcommittee and thus involved with this process from the very beginning. Each set of plans covers a four to six week period, depending on how liturgical seasons, special feasts and the calendar fall.

Once these Liturgy Notes have been received, the music planning begins. Hymn selection is based on the focus and readings and is aided by use of a planning grid. This process, whether done by an individual or small committee, can best be achieved by having available copies of the parish hymnal and/or immediate music resources along with any published planning aids used such as Good News, Celebration, Aids In Ministry, Song Prayers, and NALR Planning Guides, to name a few. An idea or suggestion file and copies of previous Liturgical Music Notes are also handy.

Creativity and sensitivity go hand in hand at this point. For example, the Gloria can be recited, omitted, sung in its usual place under various settings, or sung as the entrance hymn in a festival liturgy, thereby omitting the penitential

---

Mr. Huntington is the Director of Music at St. Joseph Church, Fullerton, MD.

---

**Liturgical Music Notes**

**33rd Ordinary Sunday** — November 12/13, 1983

Focus: Our triumph is through Christ. His resurrection assures the ultimate victory over evil.

Before Mass: (1) Review #84b as today's response.
   (2) Review #192 as response refrain for next week.

Entrance: #175

Penitential Rite: Spoken form will be used.

Gloria: Check with Celebrant — may be recited or omitted.

Response: #84b (verses 1 & 2)

Alleluia: I-77

Preparation: Instrumental

Preface: P32 (Red Missal p. 63)

Holy: SJ

Acclamation: #135b

Amen: SJ

Communion: #125

Recessional: #176 (verses 1 & 2)

Cantor Suggestions:

For You Are My God (NSNC, Glory & Praise I #16, "Bird" Book #8)
I Lift Up My Soul (Dwelling Place, Glory & Praise I #23)
Lord, To Whom Shall We Go? (Glory & Praise II #119)
Only in God (Dwelling Place, Glory & Praise II #128)
Sing A New Song (NSNC, Glory & Praise I #47, "Bird" Book #39)
To Be Your Bread (Gather To Remember #44)

Note: The Readings are not listed on these sheets for the musicians as they all have copies of the missal.
rite. If your congregation regularly recites the Lamb of God, it could be scheduled to be sung. The same could be said for the Lord’s Prayer. The closing hymn does not always need to be sung and can be replaced with an instrumental, or just silence – particularly effective during Lent. An instrumental closing works well when the communion hymn is sung as the end of communion as a hymn of thanksgiving instead, in which case it would be redundant to turn around and sing a Closing Hymn a few minutes later. Certain feasts might be highlighted by special music at the Sign of Peace, singing the verses to an alleluia, a sung eucharistic prayer, an instrumental or solo prelude. A cappella singing by the congregation is most effective. Use well known hymns such as “O Come, O Come, Emmanuel” during Advent, or “Were You There” during Lent.

New music for congregational use should be scheduled so that there is sufficient time to teach and learn it, usually towards the end of the period being planned. Regular rehearsals before Mass should be derived from the Hymn Planning Grid and included in the Liturgical Music Notes. Rehearsals are best done a cappella and should begin with a brief, familiar warm-up, such as singing an alleluia or response. The new music should be broken down into logical sections to be taught and reviewed quickly over a several week period.

Liturgical Music Notes are then developed by combining the completed hymn planning grid and important information from the Liturgy Notes. Solo suggestions for cantors, optional hymns and other ideas or suggestions can be included. These sheets then become the framework from which musicians and celebrants will build their assigned liturgies.

Granted, there will be certain specifics. But options allow for flexibility. One celebrant may choose to recite the “Lord, Have Mercy” while another might choose to sing it. If sung, the setting to be used will have been preselected and listed on the Liturgical Music Notes.

As mentioned previously, these Liturgical Music Notes form the nucleus of a mailing headed by a newsletter that includes reminders, suggestions, announcements and personnel changes. Also included in the mailing are copies of the Musician’s Schedule, which indicates all assignments for the time frame covered by the Liturgical Music Notes.

With a little more preparation, one could add copies of new music to be learned, celebrant schedules, archdiocesan flyers, phone rosters, and so forth. These packets are then distributed to all key musicians and potential celebrants and deacons about two to three weeks ahead of time. Individual packets can be tailored for each recipient as needed. All cantors and organists receive the Liturgical Music Notes in case of an illness or necessary assignment switch. This way, everyone already has the information in hand.

Our musicians have found the Liturgical Music Notes and mailings useful and look forward to getting their package. Verbal communications are direct, concise and at a minimum. Few last minute problems or questions arise, resulting in good, well-coordinated celebrations. And finally, the entire parish moves forward together under the same liturgical umbrella.

Our Lady of the Snows presents...
2nd Annual
SING PRAISE
June 24 thru July 1, 1984

...once again young talented musicians, singers and dancers from across the country will join together to present a new youth musical (music by Chris Brubeck and lyrics and book by Fr. Ron Brassard) which the Shrine has commissioned. If you know of any young talented persons who are active in Church liturgical music and who would like to be a part of this special experience, contact Fr. Ron Brassard at the Shrine.


For Musicians and Clergy: Liturgy

Musicians Proclaim the Word, Too

By Jeffrey P. Baerwald

"To pray the hymn" is a phrase that I have often used in my own work with choirs and ensembles, and I am sure it is one uttered by many liturgical musicians. It states concisely the nature of our ministry, our purpose, and that which we hope to facilitate: prayer.

Yet, when we ask what "to pray the hymn" really means, it loses simplicity and demands a far more reflective response. It is a question that at first glance may be answered by an explanation of prayer or religious music. Such an undertaking could be of a practical nature and would account for the who, how, what, why and where of each of these topics. It is also a question that moves far beyond the realm of practicalities and seeks to understand the subtle and complex question of what it means to mediate religious meaning through music; and, of equal importance, what it means to be a minister of music in liturgical prayer.

This question is not new. We who are seriously committed to our ministry are deeply aware of the necessity of being ministers of prayer. Who we are as ministers, however, is often lost in what we do as ministers—meaning defined by function. The greatest danger of this is that, when defined by function, we can often be caught up in the immediate and exterior aspect of our ministry: providing 'good' liturgical music. While this is indeed important it does not embrace the fuller and deeper meaning of our ministry.

I would like here to shift from any rhetoric of function or purpose and examine what it means to be a pastoral musician. When we do this thing called liturgical music by leading our congregation in song, what significance does it bear beyond the function? Or, to ask anew, what does it mean to pray the hymn?

To accomplish this, I would like to focus on the image of the musician as proclaimer of the word of God. Recent works in sacramental theology have contributed significantly in broadening our own understanding of this much neglected image of Roman Catholic tradition. Yet, it is an image that can all too easily become relegated to the domain of homilist or presider. To proclaim the word of God is not only characteristic of all liturgical ministry, but it is, I believe, that which can assist us in moving beyond the world of function to beginning to understand our own ministry of music with greater depth.

"This is what we proclaim to you: What was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with our own eyes, what we have looked upon and our hands have touched—we speak the word of life" (1 John 1.1).

The word of life is that which has been passed down throughout the Christian tradition, even unto our own time, proclaimed and celebrated in our liturgical assemblies. The word heard in the Scriptures is proclaimed by the preacher, made touchable in bread and wine, and experienced in the community of believers. It is not a static word that can be isolated or wholly defined by any one of these alone. It is the word of life, living in our midst: inviting us, unifying us, and transforming our very being.

The word first speaks invitation. Come follow me. It calls all to faith and beckons the believer forward to deeper love of Jesus. "We are Christians because through the Christian community we have met Jesus Christ, heard his word in invitation, and responded to him in faith. We gather at Mass that we may hear and express our faith again in this assembly..." (Music in Catholic Worship I.1).

In the liturgical assembly this word of invitation is spoken through the ministers of hospitality who greet all with genuine warmth; it is spoken through the readers and deacon who proclaim the Scripture; and it is spoken through the presider whose words and gestures invite the assembly to hear the Word and gather around the table.

The word that invites also unifies. The word of invitation heard in each of these ministries not only calls the faithful to the assembly, but engages them in the spirit of worship. "All the faithful should be led to that full, conscious, and active participation in liturgical celebrations which is demanded by the very nature of liturgy" (CSL, 1). The very nature of liturgy demands that the congregation be drawn into a community where faith is shared. This unity is experienced most vividly in the liturgical assembly: "Since through baptism there is no Jew nor Greek, slave nor free man, male nor female, but all are one in Jesus Christ (Galatians 3:28), the assembly which most fully portrays the nature of the Church and its role in the Eucharist is that which gathers men and women from every walk of life" (Eucharisticum Mysterium, II.A).

In the age of mass communication we are very aware of the plurality of our world. The word of unity does not call us to shun our differences, but brings us together, fully aware of our plurality, into the assembly where we say with one voice in unity with the universal church: "I believe in one God..."

The word that invites and unites also transforms. To be invited to faith and find nourishment for that faith in unity with a group of believers is to make possible change within our own lives. The word that transforms is an elusive word, but its power is nonetheless real and efficacious in our daily living. "What the faithful have received in faith and sacrament should have its effect in their daily lives" (EM, I.1). What we have heard, seen, looked upon and touched, is the word of life, which is not only something 'out there,' but that which affects my whole being, calling me to put on Christ.

The images of invitation, unity, and transformation speak to a dynamic of liturgy that is radically different from traditional understanding. Scholastic theology confined the workings of the
sacraments to a rigid world of cause and effect: if this is done, then that will occur. It is an *ex opere operato* paradigm in which the sacraments were understood in terms of their results, and the minister in terms of proper function. To move beyond the static world of product and enter into the inner workings of liturgy is to see there a dynamic process of prayer. It is a world of dialogue where God calls, unites, and transforms and we respond, form community and are transformed by the very act of response and unity. We reach beyond the world of cause and effect and see our own becoming; when this is done that will occur, and by doing this we are being transformed.

If we wish to understand how liturgical music and the liturgical musician are a part of this dynamic process of communal prayer, we must move beyond *ex opere operato* language and discover how music is integral to this active dialogue between God and his people. There is a realization, however, that music as 'product' is a part of our understanding of liturgical music. It is a realization that is manifested in subtle language and stands as a barrier to a deeper meaning of the musician as a minister of prayer. Let me explain.

One understanding of the place of music in liturgy — and an all too popular one at that — is summarized well in the statement "music at liturgy." These three words are indicative of an attitude that views music as an accidental enhancement to worship. The notion of music as an afterthought is not only incongruous with the internal dynamic of worship, but stands in violation of Judeo-Christian tradition in which music is intrinsic to communal prayer. One does not have to search back very far to realize that music was not "music at" but rather "music within" liturgy. Liturgical history is very familiar with music as the muscle that held the skeletal structure together, giving it movement and width and depth of expression. An understanding of music as the flesh of worship that just makes it look nice is alien to our tradition.

We are faced with two poles of understanding; music as integral to prayer and music as an enhancement — the former expressive of music actively engaged in speaking the words of invitation, unity and transformation in worship; the latter expressive of music as filling the gaps and empty spaces. To retrieve a sense of music as prayer, we must abandon all traces of music as enhancement, or, a part of the sum product of what happens in liturgy. We must begin to see liturgical music as a significant part of the dialogue within the community's prayer.

How does music do this? "In the liturgy human sanctification is manifest by signs perceptible to the senses, and is effected in a way which is proper to each of these signs" (CSL, 7). Music speaks to a level of our being in a way that words cannot influence. Music affects the emotive dimension of our lives. Through its communication of feeling, meaning, ideas, and intuition, music has the power to reach into the center of our beings and evoke a vast horizon of feelings and meanings. In a positive sense, music disarms us. It touches the human in us: joy, pain, love, anger, hope, fear, despair, trust, and all the rest. And in doing so, it makes human response possible: laughter, tears, silence, dancing, praise, shouts, adoration and each of those things that are truly expressive of what it means to be alive.

When we speak of music as prayer we discover that the word of invitation, unity, and transformation is an evocative word. The declarative word says what is. If this is done, then that will happen. The declarative word answers questions and gives satisfaction to our desire to know. It is an objective word which in its most extreme form confines the grace of God to the adherence to rubrics. In contrast, the evocative word does not state what is so, but what might happen. The evocative word adds the dimension of grace and human creativity to what is so, and makes possible that something might happen if we do it long enough. The evocative word does not answer questions, nor does it satisfy, for as we have been transformed, we are yet awaiting transformation. The evocative word does not answer questions, but continually places new questions before us. And lastly, the evocative word does not confine God's grace, but seeks to discover how it constantly invites, unifies, and transforms us.

Musical liturgy is prayer and not function when we discover that what truly happens is not only objects that symbolize and become, words that are spoken and proclaimed, people that minister and lead, but that all are affected and changed by doing these things. Music is an integral part of this prayer for it radically brings forth the evocative dynamic of prayer through its ability to touch the human element in our lives.

To understand this a bit further I would like to contrast the musician as functionary with the musician as a minister of prayer to see how each fares in comparison.

These two types of musicians are well represented in the distinction "music for the sake of music" and "music for the sake of prayer." The musician as functionary fulfills a purpose: music for the sake of music. On the one hand there are two simultaneous events occurring, the mass and a concert. The relationship between the two is minimal; restricted to following the rubrics of what is said and what is sung. On the other hand, there is a small group of relatively amateurish musicians, whose limited musical and liturgical expertise innocently, but nonetheless harmfully, creates awkward moments in the liturgy that also cause the feeling of two separate events. The musician as minister of prayer, however, is a part of the process. This musician is attentive to the fact that he or she is a minister, and as a minister serves the community's worship, but never dominates or distracts it. The musician is not isolated by the distinction of liturgical roles, but is one who shares with the other ministries the task of proclaiming the word of God.

Most often the musician as functionary is watched. Inadvertently, his or her musical and liturgical proficiency, good or bad, results in a singing to the assembly. But the musician of prayer sings with and for the congregation. The musician of prayer sings with the congregation by inviting them to song, not only vocally and with gestures, but also through the choice of music which is sensitive to the musical ability of the congregation. The musician of prayer also sings for the community. As the presider serves to gather the prayer of the community into his prayer, so the musician effectively collects the prayer of the community into his or her song and music.

The functionary musician tends to view music as punctuating various sections of the Mass. We speak. We sing. It is not so much that we speak or sing, but the period in between. The traditional four song Mass is the best example of this. It is obvious that we made these four hymns musically and ritually significant, creating the attitude that procession, offertory, communion, and recessional were peak moments of the Mass. Each of these hymns served as musical periods indicating the end to one
In the last analysis we can only praise or criticize the functionary musician. His or her responsibility is to fulfill a practical task. And it is to the extent that they have carried out that task that will determine just praise or criticism. For the musician of prayer praise or criticism is secondary. To share the task and requirements of proclaiming the word of God is to enter into a dynamic world of becoming. It is a world that cannot be, and should not be, judged by what just happened, but rather, if we continually do together this thing called liturgy, the what that happens is the transformation and becoming of our lives.

It is clear that the requirements for the pastoral musician differ radically from the demands upon the functionary musician. To raise the question, what does it mean to pray the hymn, is to move beyond function. This all too important question seeks to understand not only religious meaning and religious music, but the significant image of the musician of prayer proclaiming the words of invitation, unity, and transformation.

**Believable sounds. Unbelievable prices. And they’re pre-tuned!**

**Educational Snare Drum**
Kit includes drum, stand, sticks

**Indian Drums**
with rawhide lacing

**Chinese Drums**
Black or red, with gold decoration

**Hand Drums**
2⅜” shell depth

**Latin Drums**
Bongos and tambourines

**Woodgrain vinyl-covered drums**

New PTS technology makes it possible: Professional-sounding drums that are sturdy, lightweight, attractive — yet priced well below any comparable drums. And PTS drums are pre-tuned at the factory, never need adjustment. Unique Acousticon™ shells have superior resonating qualities — super strong yet lighter than wood. Complete range of sizes available through your favorite music supplier, or write for catalog.
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The More You Stuff into Culture: 
the Less the Term Means

BY FELICE RAINOLDI

Pastoral Music presents a translation of a talk presented at the Summer meeting of Universa Laus, an international organization for the study of liturgical music. While rather dense in its ideas, it accurately reflects European thinking on liturgical music, and we know the readers of Pastoral Musical appreciate reading about the issues facing the European church music community.

As an international society of musicians and liturgists, Universa Laus is greatly concerned with the role of culture in our worship. One of our shared convictions is that universal praise must grow out of a necessary pluralism—a single cry of "Come, Lord Jesus," issued in a multiplicity of prayers and languages.

In the Universa Laus document of 1980, we talked about different cultures, but we didn’t find it possible then to describe with precision just what “culture” is. We assumed that we knew what we were talking about when we said there was a link between worship and culture. Today, other parts of that 1980 document—those dealing with ritual music and its form, its ministerial role in worship, and the roles of different actors and participants of a total celebration—seem consistent and successful. But we are still left with this unfinished business of liturgy and culture. We need to examine this area anew. In this paper I would like to sketch out some directions our research should take if we are ever to answer our three part question: what kind of culture? what kind of liturgy? what kind of music?

When we speak about humanity, we are forced to consider a whole system of structures within which a person lives out his or her life, whether personal life or life in relation to other human beings. Once you start looking you will be surprised at the complexity of the system in which we live. It’s like an enormous archipelago of cultures. We might like to explore every single island, but, for now, I would like to confine our investigation to three areas of research that have much to do with our basic questions.

1. We have to map out the cultural areas with which we are in contact and within which we have to work. We often talk about “cultural reasons,” “cultural necessity,” “cultural products,” etc., without having any precise understanding of what “cultural” means. In fact, the more you stuff into the word “culture,” the less it actually means. All sorts of junk is being sold under this label of “culture.” What we need is a true “cultural” discernment so that we can pick out the paths that are worth following—basically those that have to do with our becoming fully human, living a social life, and interpreting reality. Philosophies, ideologies, collective pressures, mass movements, psycho-sociological—all of these are deep roots out of which emerge cultural phenomena, roots that we must try to unearth, rather than being dazzled by their surface appearance. By making this effort we’ll avoid a number of mistakes.

A single cry in many prayers and languages.

Although there are plenty of cultures and authentic subcultures, the number is not unlimited. Thank God cultural change doesn’t happen every year! We who are rooted in our local churches and faithful to the incarnation of the gospel have the task of recognizing what is our real field of work. It’s a human field; always dynamic. Today, it involves conflict: dreams, ideals, and hopes that are bound to clash. It is important to give some definition to our theme, both width and breadth. Insofar as cultural anthropology is trying to deal with existence and reality, it can give us a few vital insights.

2. We must limit our focus to emerging cultural trends. There are many cultural trends that give us stimulating suggestions. They enrich our knowledge and force us into dialogue. And it is more important to identify and experience them than to try and reflect on the principles that would explain where they come from. I find that when religious people talk about secular reality, there is often a certain despising, defensive, ghetto mentality. It seems to me that this sort of negative attitude reflects clerical and Manichean prejudices. If you look at certain trends from a positive point of view, they can be really interesting objects for our analysis, and can link up with the whole “duty-to-transmit the gospel” and with certain dynamic forces in the liturgy. For example:

- this widespread, global phenomenon of festivals, feasts of fools, happenings, weekends;
- the whole business of welcome, of wanting to relate to people, have contact with them;
— all those trends which have to do with our bodies, rediscovering corporeality, dances, marches, protests, and our whole way, even, of making music;
— interest in the exotic, in the antique, in looking for gadgets that have been absolutely personalized.

3. **We must try to understand correctly the whole process of cultural mediation.** When Christian culture and human culture interact, four strategies or processes can occur.

This first is assimilation. It is the most immediate and direct form of contact. This form provides a thorough and homogeneous contact, including theology, morality, liturgy . . . all forms that can be designated in a given geographic and historical context. As a result, it is imposed (or juxtaposed) on a particular people to the point where the native traditions will tend to disappear or will be seen as a sort of hybrid. The price of this sort of operation is, unfortunately, costly, and the payment is unilateral. It may involve violence, marginalization, and the loss of national identity.

The second is adaptation. A particular cultural system is placed side by side with another, but in a condescending manner. It takes in some of the expressive and symbolic details of the other; it uses them, but it never questions itself. It may take on a few local colorful practices, but basically it’s just a bit of dressing.

The third is acculturation. Here, two cultures with respect for one another confront in a manner of mutual exchange. This often leads to a new synthesis, and, by a process of compenetration and osmosis, the two ripen together in a sort of organic manner. But the exchange is not always between equal partners, because it’s very likely that one of the partners is able to offer elements of a stable and mature culture, especially if these are successful at mediating profound human values, and, in this case, the stronger culture will win out, not in a spirit of rivalry, but because the gift is seen as something to be cherished by the receiving culture.

Finally, inculturation. This is really the incarnation and death of one culture that is never to arise or be heard from again. It will be something identical, yet something new; but in such a way that this inculturation is really a sort of Messianic process. It can only truly happen where you are dealing with a Messianic religion. It’s not possible in pure political terms.

A new style, a new spirit . . . We are only just beginning!

---

**Liturgy and Culture**

Now, what does all of this have to do with liturgy? Once again, I would like to suggest a few directions.

First, **We need to examine the historical facts, the signs of the times, and everything that can help us understand the relationship between liturgy and culture.**

At the beginning of our work, *Universe Latus* took part in some important historical research in the domain of liturgical music culture. This gave us well-founded scientific knowledge and also suggested lines of partial action. And it wasn’t just a question of archaeological data, because it did give rise to a whole renewed creativity.
Today, however, with the turmoil of institutions, we are forced once more to shift our point of view in perhaps a more radical manner. We have to try and look at the impact of liturgy and culture without bothering too much about some of the end products (for example, musical form).

It is very valuable to look at the liturgy in this way, because it is less a question of learning facts than of interpreting them. And if we look at the crucial point we can, I think, discover certain ambiguous and dangerous turnings, as well as important values. I would like to propose to you a rather schematic, but I think useful path through liturgy.

Pre-Conciliar Church  
\[\text{Inculturation} \quad \text{Acculturation} \quad \text{Adaptation} \quad \text{Assimilation} \quad \text{Post-Conciliar Church}\]

In the pre-conciliar church, one begins with inculturation, moves through acculturation, to adaptation, and then to assimilation. In the post-conciliar church, one starts with assimilation and moves backward to inculturation. That, I suggest, is a hypothesis for reading history. Now we need to discuss this, to try to verify it, to document it, or conversely, if you prefer, to reject it.

The **downward** arrow of the pre-conciliar church suggests what has happened in the way liturgy and culture have reacted in Western Europe. I will try to give a brief sketch:

**Inculturation.** This begins with the dawn of Christianity to the “peace of Constantine.” Christian worship thrives on the basic gospel message. There is a harmonization between the newness of the gospel and the basic human symbols as well as the most important gestures of human existence (cf. Dionysus, Justin).

**Acculturation.** This is the process that took place during the great Patristic period, when Christianity became deeply implanted in the Roman Empire. It was the golden age of creativity, the development of texts, symbols, feasts, etc.

**Adaptation.** The first signs of adaptation appear already under Gregory the Great. This phenomenon became widespread in the Carolingian period and continued for many centuries.

**Assimilation.** The Roman liturgy is now centralized, crystallized in its form, and controlled by a judicial form. It's now static. When changes from other cultures approach it, they are repulsed. And it is imposed on new Christians of the emerging world. From the Council of Trent to Vatican II, music is the only “living” force within the rite, but even this is a very uneasy juxtaposition with the liturgy.

The upward arrow indicates a reversion of this tendency that begins with Vatican II. The pure and simple conservation of liturgy as in the past is impossible. At first (cf. the normative approach of Sacrosanctum concilium), the liturgical reform was understood as adaptation, an aggiornamento, with a few timid overtures toward acculturation. But the implementing of that reform revealed needs that had not been foreseen. Once the breach has been made, the whole ritual corpus is unable to maintain its former static equilibrium.

One cannot change or touch one element (e.g. language) without calling the entire system into question. As people within Christianity realized that vast changes were occurring, different viewpoints about relating to culture emerged. Some perceived the change as secularization, as deritualizing the rite; others felt a revival of religiosity, of festivals, symbolism, popular piety, even folklore. But de-Christianization, once it was added to the picture, imposed a sad note.

How did we cope pastorally? We began by stressing a project like “Evangelization and Sacraments.” But it’s more than simply putting your finger into the dike to stop the water; it is a question of building a whole new foundation. Probably, acculturation in the liturgy is still inadequate, still too timid. We still attempt only provisional tactics and strategies; what we need more urgently is a world-wide and radical strategy. It is vital to incarnate Christian culture into the symbols and forms that are proper to that culture. The incarnation demands a merger of the living experience of faith with the profession of faith, integrating with each other.

**Second, we need to discover and understand the unity of the liturgical mystery — and ministry — within the increasing diversity of practice.**

The word liturgy is often used in much too wide a fashion so that it becomes vague. It can’t be used in the same sense for every historical period, as I have just mentioned.

After the Council, the word carries a very strong theological charge. Even the text of Vatican II itself as a whole, with all the christological, ecclesiological, pneumatological overtones, enriches the idea of “liturgy” enormously.

The liturgy which we had to ‘acculturate’ and ‘inculturate’ is that liturgy. But at the same time we had to remain open to a certain pastoral pluralism. The needs of the local churches, the sensibility of this or that group of Christians emphasize different elements both theoretical and practical. Let’s not go through a reciprocal excommunication; instead, let’s attempt to share our unique experiences, and to try to understand them.

---

**The more you stuff into “culture,” the less it actually means.**

---

Based on the Council, the original sense of the term, liturgy, is that of profound unity — not simply the forms that manifest that unity; the liturgy itself is the ritual and symbolic vision, here and now. It sums up (unifies) the whole experience of men and women, and all that comes to us from above.

It should be stressed that the history of salvation traverses the entire mission of the church; the Lord is present...
in every gesture, in every moment, although through different sacramental levels.

The presence of Christ is not tied to any sign we habitually consider as liturgical—in any exclusive manner. He is present in the Kerygma (proclamation of the Gospel) just as he is in the Lord's Supper; in the stammering prayer we share with one who is searching as in the celebration of Solemn Vespers; in a family celebration of thanksgiving for the birth of a child as in baptism; in the simplest gesture of friendship as in the solemn adoration at Benediction; in the offer of pardoning as in the great Easter mystery.

Is this some sort of "pan-liturgy"? (It wouldn't fit into the new Code of Canon law, would it?) We do have to be more precise; however, I am convinced that we have to free ourselves from being too narrow, from having too "sacred" a view of the history of salvation, and from an overly-ritualistic understanding of liturgy. A new spirit, a new celebratory style in a stronger sense of that word is needed for us to properly implement the program of "Evangelization and Sacrament." The activity of the church in regard to liturgy is in a state of embryo (in statu nascendi). Realizing this should free us from any lingering dualism between the sacred and the secular.

The historical rites that we have received and understood.

Third, we need to make our cultural goals precise and to explore the optimum conditions within which the church can celebrate liturgy.

Given the interaction of liturgy and culture in history, which avenues are truly open to us today? Further, what conditions do we have to work within? What are our objectives, and in regard to what particular liturgical gestures? The whole post-conciliar vision remains a goal. Until we reach that goal, we have to make do with various means of celebrations, some of which are not yet fully assimilated. We can understand the point of view of those within the church who wish that we could remain with the status quo. They argue that since the universal liturgical tradition has become a sort of "cultural patrimony," rich in symbolic connotations, why change it? This is evidently the point of view of those who want to restore or revive the past. It contains an element of truth which we should be aware of, even if it's only "truth-in-reaction" to certain mistakes that we have sometimes made.

**The original sense of liturgy is profound unity.**

More often you come across those who say we must adapt effectively what our new restored rites are saying. I don't think that's enough, but we have to recognize that this procedure, too, is providential because it has helped us avoid a completely chaotic liturgy, a liturgy completely empty of any meaning.

As to attempts at acculturation, I feel it ought reach all our sacramental rites in their fullest sense. This can happen if we make sure that we catechize adequately, and if we allow prayer to take on a greater freedom and variety.

What about inculturation? I think inculturation must remain a goal to inspire us in our task of evangelizing seriously and courageously. I think here the key is initiation and the catechumenate. These surely are privileged areas in which the fundamental symbolism of human life emerges. There will also be fundamental places where the church is incarnated and also in which we are inserted into the church. We are in search of models that will allow us, both personally and communally, to grow in the measure in which we have that world view of the sacraments, (of which I spoke before), and to follow the demands of true spiritual formation, in view of more full maturity.

The paths give us different models of how to celebrate. Their climax will, of course, be the Eucharist. I'm convinced that we need to follow a certain apprenticeship. We need to interiorize the basic structures that are, for us, the way of the Lord. Why? Because this will open us to freedom, to diversity, to true responsibility and to a proper sense of community.
Exploring the Temptations of Our Culture

BY KEVIN IRWIN

It is now well recognized that our culture is fundamentally preoccupied with the self. We exhibit narcissistic tendencies, and "I did it my way" is still a substitute national anthem for many Americans. When things don't go our way we enroll in seminars on assertiveness training and we write a new program on our macro-micro-mini- or personal computer. Being productive means being, and being very productive means succeeding. And production leads to self-worth.

In the same way, despite Browning's invitation: "Grow old along with me! The best is yet to be,... the last of life for which the first was made," Americans tend to favor the first part of life. We are a youth oriented and beauty conscious culture. For us the perfect tan, the perfect figure, the right clothes, the right hairstyle, and the proper fragrances are, very often, the things that matter.

We Christians are not exempt from the temptations offered by the culture we live in. And if we are to celebrate the reformed liturgy in a meaningful way then I think we need to take questions of culture, especially cultural diversity, very seriously. To that end, in this article, I would like to briefly explore some elements of Christian liturgical celebration, how our cultural backgrounds influence and are influenced by our celebration of feasts and seasons, in particular, here, the season of Lent, and then how all these considerations relate to the important issue of appropriate attitudes of musicians toward celebration, and appropriate music for liturgical celebration.

The focus of liturgical celebration is God. It is the praise, thanks, honor, acknowledgment given to God, Father, Son, and Spirit as source of all, the beginning and the end of all that has been and ever will be. When we Christians gather in solemn celebration we join in an age-old rite of remembrance—remembering what God did in and through his Son Jesus and which he continues to do through Christ here and now in the unity of the Spirit we call "holy."

The center of Christian celebration is the paschal mystery, and it is the resurrection of Christ that is the source of all life, joy, and peace. Hence, there is appropriate joy and festivity in our celebrations, for death has come to an end in the redeeming death and risen life of Christ. The good news is proclaimed and enacted again and again at liturgy, and it deserves festivity and joy-filled celebration.

But there is also a reflective side to this aspect of celebration. It derives from the other side of exaltation and triumph of the risen Christ, that is, his lifelong obedience to the Father, and his redeeming death. We make Christian celebration cheap, one-dimensional, fragile, and too unrealistically optimistic when we refer to the rising sun of Easter glory (the Son of God) without acknowledging the shadow cast by Christ's death on the cross. We make the paschal mystery cheap grace when we limit our commemoration to good feelings and merrymaking fun Sunday after Sunday (even on Easter), when we forget the price paid on the Friday we call "Good."

Because of this side of redemption we ought to critique a superficial adoption of the definitions of "celebration" that are only fun-filled and superficially optimistic. Christian liturgy, rooted and centered in the paschal mystery of Jesus is always a celebration of this mystery in sacraments, feasts, and seasons. Christian liturgical celebration is the means whereby we discover again and again that the life of God is very much present in our everyday lives in this world. Through liturgy we
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are able to see human life, our fragile human lives and loves through the prism of Jesus's death and resurrection. It is that prism of the paschal mystery that makes all the difference. Christian celebration is not a variation and descant line to "Everything is beautiful." It is harmony and variation on "Christ has died, Christ is risen. Christ will come again."

What Jesus accomplished in the paschal mystery was not to take the suffering out of life; he showed us that suffering and death lead to real life in him. What Jesus did was to take the panic out of the pain we suffer, and to assure us of his continued presence with us in our need. Real life for the Christian means that physical suffering and death lead to life with God. If we do not emphasize in our theology of sacraments that they offer hope in the risen Christ—a prism through which to view human life—then we may be doing the right ritual, but giving the wrong message.

We cheapen the celebration when we limit ourselves to good feelings and merrymaking.

No one of us has to be reminded of our fragility; old age, mid-life crisis, and burn-out are all too very real in our American culture. It is in the face of such realities, realities that our American way of life seeks to hide from, that liturgy and sacraments become appropriately counter-cultural. When sacraments lose this power to transform and renew, then we may well discover that the root cause is that we have sold out to the assumptions of our American culture, rather than paid the price that fidelity to the Gospel requires.

Last year, an article appeared in America magazine entitled: "Let's Do Away with Lent," in which, as the subtitle reads, "the author argues that the Catholic preoccupation with Lent reflects a misplaced emphasis on pain rather than grace." To the extent that Lent has been viewed as a masochistic, guilt-ridden season, one could understand the author's suggestion. But is that really the picture of Lent today? I submit that the author's view is a partial one.

In our parish, even with all our renewed and proper emphasis on resurrection and Lent leading to a renewal of this life at Easter, Lent itself seems to have taken a firmer hold than ever. Attendance at Lenten liturgies was up this year and once again our two celebrations of the Good Friday liturgy proved warranted because of the numbers attending. In addition, I suspect that our experience of having crowds come "out of the woodwork" for Ash Wednesday was not unique. We liturgy people tend to have particular problems with Ash Wednesday because so many come who do not participate in the liturgy. We spend the next three days washing our right thumb and bemoaning the fact that scores of people chose not to sing this year's setting of Psalm 51. Most have not read the Sacramentary about the importance of having a liturgy of the Word before distributing ashes, and sit impassively until they can leave their pews, "get the ashes," and leave the church. That fries us! Others, of course, have been through our services of
the Word and Eucharist on Ash Wednesday and are “up-front” when they call asking for the times of distribution—no, not the service, “what time will ashes be given?”

In reflecting on this set of facts of parochial life I do not want to encourage a false sense of religion or to endorse superficial or magical religious practice. But at the same time I do want to suggest that for some people Ash Wednesday and the season of Lent are times they can make sense out of because they know their need for God. They are marginal from institutional religion and they want to touch base with it, at least at this time. Before we make next year’s Ash Wednesday homily a harangue about conduct in church or an adapted version of the religionist’s responsorial psalm: “where are you the rest of the year,” I would like to suggest three reasons why Ash Wednesday and Lent are still in fashion.

Lent works because people identify with suffering.

First, for many people who do not receive the Eucharist on Sunday and are “fringe people,” Ash Wednesday is a good leveler. They come to church for ashes and gratefully receive them. But they may not stay for the Eucharist because they cannot receive. The significant ministry to divorced and separated Catholics, emphasizing as it does their individual ministry to each other, should tell us something about the numbers who would like to practice their faith regularly, and who would like to feel more welcome in church than they do. We liturgists might do well to reflect on the gospel text where the scribes and Pharisees present the woman caught in adultery to Jesus. He says: “Let the man among you who has no sin be the first to cast a stone at her” (Jn. 8:7). After all withdrew he said: “Has no one condemned you?” ‘No one, sir,’ she answered, Jesus said, ‘Nor do I condemn you. You may go. But from now on, avoid this sin’” (8:10-11). In receiving ashes, we are all equal before God.

Second, I have the suspicion that both Lent and Good Friday “work” because they offer something people can identify with—suffering. In New York City, the black and hispanic populations are particularly faithful to liturgies and popular devotions about sorrow and pain precisely because they know what it means to have been there “when they crucified my Lord.” The tradition of the negro spiritual or the Latin street procession of mourning the dying Jesus with his sorrowing mother are alive and well to this day. For very significant cultural reasons, I think, “I’ve got that joy, joy, joy, joy down in my heart” never replaced “There is a balm in Gilead” in our hymnals:

Sometimes I feel discouraged
And think my work's in vain,
But then the Holy Spirit
Revives my soul again.
If you cannot preach like Peter,
If you cannot pray like Paul,
You can tell the love of Jesus,
And say "He died for all!"
Don't ever feel discouraged,
For Jesus is your friend;
And if you lack for knowledge
He'll ne'er refuse to lend.
There is a balm in Gilead
To make the wounded whole,
There is a balm in Gilead
to heal the sin-sick soul.

The sin-sick, discouraged, poor preachers and prayers, are they not we? When we know and accept that, then maybe we will have more tolerance for the Lenten liturgies of the ethnic mix we call American Catholicism.

Third, I also have the sense that Lenten liturgies appeal to so many people precisely because these liturgies above all appear to the senses—they are “affective.” These liturgies require the use of symbol, elements, things—imposing ashes, processing with palms, kissing crosses, holding lighted candles, washings in water, breaking bread and pouring wine. Holy Week liturgies “speak” because they deal with tangible symbols. They are not just text and song. Unfortunately all too many of our usual liturgies are just text and song.
Receiving ashes and kissing crosses especially should remind us that people are well aware of the reality of suffering. The fact that Jesus suffered gives perspective and hope. Our “celebration” of Lent and Easter should never play down suffering. But the liturgy does give us an appropriate balance and cause for optimism. That is the reality and over-riding glory of resurrection. Despite the America article, I suggest that we keep and “celebrate” Lent. If we don’t, it may wind up being celebrated at home. It will endure because it makes sense to people.

Reflections For Musicians

I should like to make five suggestions to make sense out of the reformed liturgy as it relates to contemporary cult and culture.

1. Pray. We liturgists and musicians can often be technicians and practitioners of the craft we call “celebration.” But the foundation and center of celebration, that is, the reality of God, needs to be our center and foundation. We have to come to know God deeply and to immerse ourselves in his revelation in prayer. As we come to know God through his Word, and his love and truth, we will come to offer God our talents, our strengths and weaknesses that God may use us and work through us for the coming of the Kingdom. Sometimes we get so close to the things of God in liturgy that we forget that they are of God. Pray alone and with each other, and regularly. Deep, committed prayer reflecting on the paschal mystery of Jesus can only enhance and enliven our liturgical “celebrations.”

2. Trust the Whole Liturgy. There is more to liturgy than text and music. There is more to participation than singing. Liturgy contains gestures, elements, signs, symbols, symbolic actions and more. Be especially respectful of gestures that involve the whole congregation. Laying on of hands and anointing with oil, for example, should be emphasized and given due attention. A hymn at such a time in the liturgy is inappropriate, clearly. Even a long antiphonal response is inappropriate if it takes our attention away from the symbolic action taking place. Do we tend to “smother” actions with too much music? Music has a significant place in the liturgy, but it is not coterminous with liturgy.

3. Texts. Be careful that texts say what they should say, and that they reflect good theology. Anointing is not just for healing; baptism is not for children only, and the theology of Christian marriage comes from the scriptures and the liturgy, not Khalil Gibran. Long before the antiphonary and gradual came to be, the scriptures were. Let them and the theological reflection of the church on the liturgy guide and ground texts to be sung. People may like to sing “Let There Be Peace On Earth” but should we continue to dupe them with such theological nonsense we may raise a generation or two that really believes that peace begins with us! Peace is a gift from the Risen Lord Jesus; check the post-resurrection accounts in the New Testament. The measure and test of lyrics is the Word of God, not our words to God.

4. Musical Idiom. Church musicians should remember that the 1940 Hymnal was not part of the deposit of faith and that before the second coming there may well be a significant body of church music that is written for neither the organ nor the guitar. After all, there were no organs or guitars to accompany the Hallel psalms at the Last Supper.

Be careful not to impose music on contemporary congregations just because that music is old and deserves brocade vestments; or because it is new and deserves casual cardigans. We should certainly preserve the heritage of the past in sacred music, but what about the heritage of music brought by various ethnic groups to America? Are there not things here that ought be looked at and appropriated?

In selecting the kind of music, be attentive not only to the ethnic mix of a parish, but be attentive to the people who populate various liturgies. In our parish what can be done at 10 A.M. (the choir mass) on Sunday may not work for 5:30 on Saturday evening. There is an atmosphere on Sunday that invites a more expansive celebration. On Saturday afternoon it’s just different. It invites another style of music and style of celebration. Neither rushed nor “no frills” is part of it; a good motto for us would be “less is more, and more may be too much” on Saturday evening.

Does the music touch the people? Just because a hymn is listed in the back of the Missalette with Sunday’s date does not guarantee that it fits.

5. Ordinary Time. Every Sunday is not Easter, and the Fourth of July comes once a year. Let it stay that way! Sometimes people complain that our liturgies are too heavy and they don’t relate to them. Do not be hurt by the criticism, but do take it to heart. In some parishes the differentiation between liturgies is “solemn” and “more solemn.” Others do Sunday after Sunday by default, but work hard to get up for Christmas and Easter, with parts of the Messiah perennials for the choir. Sundays “of the year” deserve planning, reflection and well-performed music. The demand for good liturgy does not end on Pentecost and begin with the “O” antiphons on December 17th.

In that meantime, between Christ’s resurrection and second coming, may we so respect each other and love each other with the cultural and ethnic diversity that is ours, white or black skin, red or yellow coloring, high or low church disposition, male or female sex, that we may all be at home with each other and with God at prayer. May our celebrations of Christ’s paschal mystery in memory and hope give us a share now in that which we will live fully in God’s kingdom—the very life of God.

And when we are called to the heavenly liturgy, there will be no more planning, no more committee meetings, no more missed preludes, no more over-long practices, no more liturgy. In that kingdom there will be only God, the God for whom we longed and hoped.
They Sing in Tampico, Mexico

BY WILLARD F. JABUSCH

It is no national monument of colonial baroque architecture and will never be mentioned in the guide books about Mexico. Its bell tower is incomplete and downright ugly. But when the out-of-tune bell already installed in it begins its dreadful clamor, the people come to the church for the evening Mass.

The prolonged dusk of July brings no relief from the heavy humid heat. There is not even the suggestion of a breeze in this humble section of the steamy port of Tampico. And there is, of course, no air-conditioning in this simple concrete and tile church. A couple of fans make a brave effort to circulate the suffocatingly hot air in the sanctuary where a foolish architect forgot to install windows. The altar candles flicker when the fans move in their direction but it is clear that nothing will prevent our clothes from sticking to our bodies with the sweat or making even the lightest of vestments seem less than excessive.

But the people are there. The benches are now filled with those who now have awakened from the long, numbed siesta of the hot season, dock laborers, street vendors, bus drivers, refinery workers with their wives and children. They are humble people of little money and education (25% of the people are illiterate and the majority leave school after the third grade) but they have come to celebrate the Eucharist together.

And that means to sing together. There is no organ to support them; even if the parish could afford one, this is clearly not the climate for organs. But no matter. There are six or seven young men with guitars and the singing is powerful and moving. Any Gringo music coordinator
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who truly believes in congregational singing and is not an elitist or perfectionist would be delighted with the singing at this modest church in a poor "colonia" of Tampico. And, since comparisons are odious but inevitable, many Yankee church musicians would find themselves asking why community singing remains such a pallid and weak embarrassment in their parishes and is so clearly a vital and integral part of the Mass in this shabby setting.

Why does a North American parish, with its far greater resources, better educated people, wonderful organ and trained musicians still sound so timid and so sad? With its fancy red and gold hymnals, leader-of-song and even regular pastoral pep talks, why does it run such a poor second to a parish of humble folk in a town with the moist decay of a Graham Greene novel? What are the lessons for a Yankee parish? The people of Tampico sing fervently, loudly and frequently. But why? How?

They certainly sing fervently. The texts of the songs were simple, but they had become prayers. The "Gloria" was not a burden that had to be carried, a duty that the liturgy demanded. It rang with joy and praise. Its melodic refrain was picked up by voices for whom song was a necessity. The "Santo" was an impetuous acclamation in honor of a truly holy Lord of the universe. The "Cordero de Dios" (Lamb of God) was a loving and lingering prayer for pardon and peace. The hymns were not "fillers" but were sung because these people needed to petition, praise, and thank God. Their music was clearly a delightful mode in which to do it. In the very act of singing, their petition, praise and thanks became more profound and more touching.

Some questions arise. Can it be that faith and hope and love are always antecedent to a full and rich Christian song? Is conversion a prerequisite for good church music? Is a true commitment to the Gospel necessary before our hymns will have fervor and delight? The sterility and dryness of our parish ceremonies make a mockery of the word "celebration." How do we dare to use it when the reality is a formal rite with perfunctory involvement? How can we speak of "festival" when faces are unhappy masks, voices are dull and minds are comatose? The Semites spoke of flesh and breath, the Greeks and Romans used the classical distinction of body and soul, and the pre-Colombian peoples of Mexico preferred to talk of face and heart. But all knew that exterior conformity was not enough. There must be a response that comes from deep within. For fervent song there must be fervent faith. We must cease to expect warmth and sincerity in the singing of our congregations if their hearts have not been moved by the words of Jesus and the mirabilia Dei, but only by the "wonderful words" of Madison Avenue and the "marvelous deeds" described in People magazine. The preaching of the Gospel of Jesus, prayerful consideration of its challenge and promise, and our repentance and conversion must precede and accompany our music lest every tune, old or new, be an idle, frustrating, and discordant waste.

The Tampico shrimp fishermen, fruit and ice cream vendors, cab drivers, laundry ladies and their numerous children sing loudly. Theirs is no sotto voce hushed and wispy sound. They raise their voices with great enthusiasm and a splendid fullness. Is it because they have never been trained to sing piano? Or is it because they have never been taught to be afraid of a robust sound in the sanctuary? At one point the pastor took a microphone and sang in a strong voice a pleasing descant while the congregation sang the verses of a hymn. Clearly neither pastor nor people were given to mumbling or hesitant whispers. For everyone singing was something delightful; if the rafters could be raised by the exuberance of their voices, so much the better.

But I must admit that I think acoustics played an important part. This is no North American suburban church, designed with an eye on that future day when it will be turned into a gymnasium. And so there are no acoustical tiles on the ceiling or sound-absorbent panels along the walls to lessen the noise of schoolboy cheers and the dribbling of their basketballs. Here are no laminated beams to act as baffles or drapes behind the altar to soak up the sound. And, of course, this humble congregation will never be able to afford red or green carpeting to cover the aisles and the floor of their sanctuary. But they have something that the plushly carpeted church with its funeral parlor acoustics will never have. They have a simple room with hard surfaces which give a bright resonance to their singing.
Their very poverty has saved them from the carpeting, the drapes and the acoustical panels and ceilings that negate the musical efforts of so many Gringo congregations. Their singing, therefore, sounds vigorous, booming, and spirited.

Are North American parishes really serious about wanting to change their “mousy” singing into the strong sound of a royal and priestly people? It will be necessary to cover the acoustical ceiling that some sly salesman sold an unsuspecting pastor in the fifties. It may even be necessary to tear up the carpeting so proudly installed in the sixties or seventies. People need to hear themselves and their neighbors as they sing. They cannot sing with conviction standing isolated in our overly large churches, surrounded by empty pews, their lonely voices lost amid the carpets, the drapes and the sound-absorbent materials on ceilings and walls. Liturgy in such a “dead” room becomes a deadly experience. We should not wonder that so many North American Catholics have been frightened into silence or, even more sadly, have chosen to find some other church or sect where the assembly really does pray and sing together.

Loud singing may not be a sure sign that all is well with a congregation, but its absence points to a fear and inhibition that are alien to Christian joy and hope.

Lastly, it must be underlined that this Tampico parish sings frequently. This congregation is not content with a mealy antiphon or barren response. They want a lot of songs and a lot of verses! They want the service music and special hymns, a leisurely and melodic Padre Nuestro and also a song during a warm and joyful greeting of peace and friendship. They are not in a hurry.

Since, unhappily, extraordinary ministers of the Eucharist are not much used in Mexico (even Communion in the hand is still forbidden!), the lines at Communion time can be endless. I counted three separate Communion songs. One was, of course, Pescador de Hombres which continues at the top of the religious hit parade in Latin American churches (the English version Lord When You Came is available from the J. S. Paluch Company, Chicago). The people were happy to have the youthful choir lead them, setting the pitch and pace, and also sing the verses which they did not yet know by heart. But they freely joined in on everything that they had already memorized — about eighty percent of all of the material. Homemade song booklets (quite innocent of copyright notices) were available for all, but I had the feeling that most people did not need them. These songs were truly theirs; singing them was an activity to be enjoyed and prolonged. Verses were not edited out but rather sung and savored. The hymns were not to be eliminated in favor of service music; there was time for everything in worship that had become a delight.

It is true that the Tampico parish does not face the exigencies of the crowded parking lot or the lure of the golf course, tennis courts or addictive television watching. But neither does it waste time on unsingable psalms with dreary antiphons. Nor does it encourage a self-indulgent choir to attempt the inaccessible or frivolous.

One senses that prayer, silent, spoken or sung, is never a trivial game for the poor people of Mexico. There may be, at times, a touch of the sentimental. Perhaps even a hint of the superstitious. But their prayers and religious songs never seem cute, trendy, or shallow.

The lesson is clear. Anemic singing induces ennui while fervent singing done forte con spirito is habit-forming. A singing assembly wants more and more and will not be denied. The fear of singing anything more than two verses, the negative feelings toward hymns in general, and the odd preference for meagre antiphons and responses reflect the timidity and pathology of North American “experts” and their deprived congregations, not the warm and enthusiastic people of our Tampico parish.

The economy of Mexico is a disaster; unemployment is impossibly high; the peso has lost its value; the corruption in the government and the police is mocked by both the right and the left, the young and the old. But there is, in the midst of a bleak social and economic scene, a revival of religion which is quite obvious and full of hope. Young people especially, mostly poor and unsophisticated, are becoming responsible for their own religious life and that of their brothers and sisters. There is a new commitment to the poor and the oppressed and an acute hunger for the word of God.

The spirited singing in so many parishes is both a symbol and, quite possibly, one of the causes of this renewal. At any rate, these vibrant communities deserve not our pity but our imitation.
The black Catholic liturgical movement has been underway for approximately 20 years as a means of asserting the presence of Afro-Americans in the church and of contributing to the church's development as a whole. Ultimately, black Catholics are seeking a closer unity with the church, a greater sense of belonging, rooted in the fusion of culture and faith.

Documents on music and art produced by the U.S. bishop's conference in response to the Second Vatican Council allow for expression of the faith by blacks in communal worship. According to the bishops' guidelines on Environment and Art in Catholic Worship #8:

The art of our own days, coming from every race and region, shall also be given free scope in the Church, provided that it adorns the sacred buildings and holy rites with due reverence and honor.

Equally, if not more specific is the bishops' statement on Music in Catholic Worship #41:

A musician may judge that a certain composition or style of composition is good music, but this musical judgment really says nothing about whether and how this music is to be used in this celebration. The signs of the celebration must be accepted and received and meaningful for a genuinely human faith experience for these specific worshippers. This pastoral judgment can be aided by sensitivity to the cultural and social characteristics of the people who make up the congregation: their age, culture and education. These factors influence the effectiveness of the liturgical signs, including music. No set of rubrics or regulations of itself will ever achieve a truly pastoral celebration of the sacramental rites. Such regulations must always be applied with a pastoral concern for the given worshipping community.

There is a recognition and encouragement of new forms of music and art for worship among people of differing cultural backgrounds, but I have heard a caution concerning black liturgies — "desacralization."

The caution may stem from Pope Paul VI's 1967 address to the Commission for Implementing the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, in which he spoke about obstacles to liturgical renewal.

Though he did not specify blacks, Pope Paul VI stated his fear that the liturgy could be deprived of its sacred character ("desacralization") through the experimentation to achieve an authentic prayer life on the community level following Vatican II reforms.

Those who feel that black liturgies may lack "sacred character," perhaps believe that these liturgies do not appropriately "... grow organically from forms already existing" (as required in Section 23 of the Sacred Constitution on the Liturgy). The situation is perhaps aggravated by the fact that Catholic liturgies have traditionally been European.

At almost every turn there is some charge against black attempts to inculturate the liturgy. In respect to music alone there are several charges.

Catholic use of black gospel songs, spirituals and art songs, which are traditionally Protestant, has led to the charge of Protestantization of the service. The introduction of jazz has been accused of being a secularization of the Mass. Attempts to draw upon African musical rhythms have been construed by some as being a false identification, a denial of the Americanization of the black in this country (while the Africans must fear the charge of unduly making the Catholic rite pagan).

Some have recognized that what may be called the black music idiom is not a specific style but an approach that typically characterizes music from a number of black cultures. But even here the complaint is that such music produces Masses that are too emotional if not too loud to be Catholic.

Too often whites are looking for a single response from black Catholics, and preferably one that does not recognize any distinction besides skin color (i.e., culturally blacks are considered to be just like whites).

Indeed, there are those blacks who prefer not to inculturate the Mass — after all, indigenization is not the same as inculturation. Some blacks who deny the need for inculturation are suffering the pathologies of racism (what is black is bad, what is black is uncivilized, what is black cannot be Catholic. Consequently, one must strip him or herself of blackness to be Catholic). Yet, without divesting themselves of blackness, others may simply prefer, for example, the Latin Mass.

What is important to realize is that blacks are no more culturally monolithic than whites and blacks need
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not simply assimilate white expressions to be Catholics. Black composers and liturgists should be allowed to innovate without the consuming anxiety of facing a charge of being either inauthentically Catholic or inauthentically black.

Black folk music, particularly the gospel songs and spirituals, has been a primary resource for inculturation in predominantly black parishes perhaps because it is at least Christian in origin. Some aspects of jazz have also emerged, as has some African music. Typically overlooked have been Haitian and Afro-Caribbean music. These latter sources seem to be restricted to parishes composed of congregants from Haiti and perhaps other islands of the West Indies.

There is also classical music produced by blacks for the church, such as the Baroque music composed by 17th and 18th century African slaves in Brazil, but such sources are rarely known or used. Contemporary black composers working in parishes often attempt to draw from and combine European and Afro-American musical styles. However, some liturgy planners, especially working with mixed congregations, say they get better cooperation by introducing creative ideas without stating the source at all.

Indigenization should involve cultural sharing; the objective being to generate both a greater sense of belonging in the church, and the building of community. Currently on the parish level, unless the congregation is of one cultural group, efforts to achieve indigenization through inculturation have often led to the celebration of Masses that appeal to different ethnic groups at different times of the worshipping day.

This is not altogether negative, but in some ways it thwarts community. A fuller respect for, and acceptance of, the contribution to be made by blacks and other ethnic groups will better move the church toward its universal ideal.

The National Office for Black Catholics (NOBC) has provided programming in the area of liturgical adaptation for thirteen years. What efforts to achieve a synthesis of black culture and Catholic worship existed prior to the formation of NOBC's Department of Cul-
ture and Worship had minimal impact on Catholic and especially black Catholic parishes in the U.S. Still, it must be noted that the Liturgical Conference first brought the work of liturgical composers Fr. Clarence Rivers and Eddie Bonnemere to national attention during the mid-to-late sixties. They were pioneers in Catholic liturgies drawing upon black sources.

In order to gain some assessment of the current status of black expression and participation in the Catholic parish service, two questionnaires were distributed to participants in NOBC's 13th Annual Workshop in Afro-American Culture and Worship held in August 1983.

By group, representatives of 45 parishes from 19 states were in attendance and completed the "Parish Questionnaire." Registered participants numbered 167. The "Participant's Questionnaire" was completed by 152 individuals. Slightly more than half of the participants had previously attended NOBC programs.

The parishes were largely urban and diocesan controlled with predominantly black congregations.

Among the participants, the majority by far were choir members, choir directors, and musicians, but a significant number of clergy and liturgy planners were also present.

Of the 45 parishes, 23 hold two to three Saturday/Sunday Eucharistic liturgies and another 15 hold four to six weekend Masses. Only one-third have separate ethnic Masses at any time. It is primarily to the weekend Mass that black cultural elements are adapted. Cultural adaptation of the weekday Mass was indicated for only four parishes.

However, inculturation goes beyond the ordinary Mass: 24 parishes indicated adaptation of black expression to Catholic funeral services and 19 to weddings; 22 to Advent/Christmas liturgies and 18 to the Easter Vigil; 20 to Confirmation and 18 to Baptism.

Music used during Mass includes a variety of styles to achieve inculturation. Traditional spirituals (39 parishes) and gospel music (38) outweigh all other styles for this purpose. A significant number of parishes use the music of contemporary black-American composers (26) rivaling folk (25), classical (23) and Gregorian (22; at least what is considered Gregorian by American parishioners). African traditional and African Christian hymns (11) supersede jazz (8) as a source for Catholic music but both remain minor though perhaps increasing in significance over the years. Only two parishes indicated use of rock music, but South American, Caribbean, or Haitian music were equally as low.

Materials relevant to black indigenization and expression in the Catholic Church are acquired through a variety of sources by participating parishes: 41 indicated NOBC, 20 stated the Liturgical Conference, 19 the Josephite Pastoral Center, 15 North American Liturgy Resources, 13 Stimuli Inc. and 11 GIA Publications.

The National Conference of Catholic Bishops, Ethnic Communications Outlet and Maryknoll Fathers (or Orbis Books) were ranked surprisingly low, but so were some of those organizations which had received higher responses, such as Stimuli, Inc. Founded by Fr. Clarence Rivers in the sixties, Stimuli Inc. remained the primary source for such material through much of the seventies. As this list indicates, the number of sources are now more diverse. Organizations such as the National Association of Pastoral Musicians and, more recently, the Association of Black Catholic Musicians, could be added.

Hymnal supplements are one type of resource for black music. Respondents were asked which supplements they used or intended to use in the parishes. The New National Baptist Hymnal ranks highest. It used to be the main source known to Catholic parishioners for adaptable hymns. Now it is rivaled by several others: 22 parishes use the Baptist hymnal; 21 use Songs of Zion, produced by the United Methodists; 16 use the Episcopalian's Lift Every Voice and Sing and 12 stated use of the Catholic's ICEL Resource Collection; five used the Gospel Pearl.

Songs of Zion and Lift Every Voice and Sing are perhaps closer in theological content to Catholic teachings while focusing on black material. The ICEL collection includes black hymns among with hymns of a variety of ethnic sources, and this may reduce its usefulness for parishes concentrating on black material.

Of the parishes represented, only two did not have a choir, while 21 had at least one adult choir and 17 had more than one adult choir. Significantly, 10 parishes indicated youth choirs and 15 indicated children's choirs. Six parishes had all age groups in a single choir. In specially designated children's Masses, the tendency has been to place all members aged 18 and under into a single choir rather than to subdivide by grade level, but the percentage difference is not that great.

Choirs tend to rehearse only once during the week, but choir directors tend to be trained. Choir directors overwhelmingly tend to be Catholic (77% Catholic over Protestant and other).

Rehearsal techniques vary: 23 directors use sheet music during rehearsal while 27 use lyrics and choir direction only. Fifteen use music tapes and/or record albums. This is because a large number of choir members cannot read music.

Also the choirs tour and perform in-parish concerts. And although they do not tend to enter competitions, approximately half of the respondents' parish choirs visit Protestant churches. Further, it should be noted that 25 of the parishes use cantors.
There are significant problems faced by choirs. Lack of choir members (25) and lack of steady attendance at rehearsals (21) were the two major complaints. Next in popularity or authority conflicts (17). Another outstanding complaint was lack of congregational participation (16).

(Work still has to be done in respect to congregational participation. In 1982, questionnaires were completed by 88 individuals; of these 64 responded to the question on the extent of congregational participation in their parish. Responses ranged from none to fully participating. Only 31 suggested involvement through singing, and again the range was from minimal to extensive participation.)

Lack of instrumentalists was stated as a problem by 15 parishes; inhibition or resistance to change by another 15; failure to be expressive of the congregation and limited use of musical styles or selections by 11 each. Deficient voices (i.e., too untrained or limited vocal range) and lack of youth involvement were each indicated by 13 respondents. Musicians’ or choir members’ ability to read music and lack of cooperation with the liturgy committee were indicated by 10 and 9 respondents respectively.

Among the parishes represented, rigidity of the pastor was not suggested as a major problem (only five found it to be so). Nor was failure to follow the liturgical texts (1), lack of leadership (5), or lack of planning (5), or structure (4) cited in large numbers.

Examining placement of the choir for singing, the majority (28) are stationed to one side of the altar; the remainder are stationed in a choir loft or pews opposite the altar (11) or in the sanctuary, surrounding the altar and celebrant (7).

Of the parishes surveyed at the 1983 workshop, one to five hours was spent in planning for the Saturday/Sunday liturgies—most spent only one to two hours.

In only 25 cases does the choir director participate on the liturgy committee although 34 of the parishes indicated having such a committee. Failure of directors to be on the committee often leads to disjointed liturgies. A priest is on the committee in all 34 instances. Either the celebrant or the choir will tend to dominate the liturgy service.

The most frequent problem identified by parish respondents concerning the liturgy committee was inhibition or resistance to change followed by lack of numbers, but this was cited for only nine and eight committees respectively. It is the pastor and/or liturgy committee that typically evaluates the worship service among the responding parishes.

Although in only 15 of the parishes are black priests or Religious on staff, and only 16 have black permanent deacons, blacks gain visibility in other ways: blacks become readers (41), lay Eucharistic ministers (38), acolytes (36) or ushers (35). Still, these roles involve only a limited number of parishioners.

Inculturation goes beyond concerns of the choir and liturgical music, though this is where much of the focus has been placed. Parish representatives stated that black symbols or images were applied mostly through banners (21), vestments or choir robes (20) and church bulletins (17). Many have still not attempted adaptation of the worship environment through murals (8), processional crosses (6), or liturgical furniture such as the altar (5). And even fewer have made the attempt through church architecture (one; e.g., windows). Only one parish has an artist-in-residence.

In 12 cases it was stated that liturgical dance was not used at all in the parish and only two parishes use it during the Saturday/Sunday Eucharist. It is hardly used during Baptism or Confirmation either. Instead, liturgical dance is most often employed during special occasions, such as weddings (17) or special seasons, such as Advent/Christmas (10). Eight parishes were said to have a liturgical dancer or dance team.
The readings are hardly ever dramatized during the Mass—19 said never and 16 rarely; and mime was not used in 39 of the parishes.

However, audio-visuals were used during Mass in 26 parishes and 22 have used recorded music during Mass. The role of the homilist deserves special attention. The homilist usually addresses social justice issues in 15 cases and sometimes in 23 cases according to respondents on the parish questionnaire. Evangelization was usually addressed by homilists in 12 cases and sometimes in 19 cases. Only two parish groups indicated that the homilist never addressed social justice issues and just eight suggested that evangelization was never addressed.

Is the music too emotional, if not too loud to be Catholic?

Looking at specific aspects of the preaching style, stories or anecdotes were observed in 41 cases. Only nine respondents suggested that their homilist looks for verbal response from the congregation and only six shout in proclaiming the word though usually in seven cases and sometimes in 12 cases vocal responses are uttered or exclaimed by the congregation (e.g., Amen!). In seven cases song, poetry or a rhythmic style is used by the homilist.

From the above, it is not surprising that the parish representatives felt that the strongest aspect of their liturgies was in the area of music while the weakest was in the area of congregational participation.

Certain causes for lack of congregational participation may be found in parish practices. When asked whether music or movement was rehearsed with the congregation before Mass, only eight parishes were said to do so usually, and 17 sometimes; the rest rarely or never. It is primarily in regard to singing that some rehearsal might take place—36 parish respondents stated that the congregation rarely, and, more often, never dramatized their gestures. In addition, only slightly more than half of the parishes represented indicated that children typically participated in the adult Saturday/Sunday Masses.

The charges against black attempts to inculturate the liturgy have probably affected the pattern of liturgical adaptation suggested by this survey. Nonetheless, a look at the cultural emphasis ethnographers have identified and the impact of Catholic practice in the use of certain expressive forms over others may provide additional understanding of the current status of black liturgical expression.

Music has been particularly emphasized as a cultural characteristic in American ethnography on blacks. Racist singing (in Latin) had been advocated as a means of generating a greater understanding and involvement of black congregations in Catholic worship for decades as part of a liturgical movement prior to Vatican II. Also, the introduction of black attempts at inculturation per se most notably began with music.

Second to music, preaching styles using black sources have perhaps received the most attention in inculturating the liturgy. This seems consistent with the emphasis placed by American ethnographers on preaching and oratory in black religious activity. Indeed, fervent black preaching was suggested before Vatican II as a possible means of evangelization.

More intense work must be done regarding the liturgical arts such as visual art, environment, movement and dance.

Visual art and architecture have been understated in American ethnography. Black Catholic churches have tended to be in European styles expressive of their original congregations. Black symbols of imagery have not usually been applied to material which is more fixed such as windows, statuary, architectural decoration or structure. Almost half of the parish respondents stated that they were renovating or planning to renovate their facilities. But it is uncertain to what extent black sources will be consulted during renovation.

In response to Vatican II reforms, official guidelines for sacred music were first published by the U.S. bishops and have even undergone revision. Later came guidelines on visual art and architecture. No official guidelines have been published for dance and some church officials continue to cast suspicion upon dance itself as too theatrical or irreverent.

The traditional African religious experience is one filled with dance and symbolic movement generally. By comparison, dance for sacred purposes has typically been restrained or taboo in the black Christian experience in the U.S. Nonetheless, expressive movement has continued to be manifested in other ways—e.g., hand-clapping, choirs swinging and swaying in the processions. Still the Catholic Church is rich in gesture and offers extensive opportunities for adaptations through dance and movement in the congregation.

In addition to the liturgical arts, social justice could play a vital part in liturgical reform in the black community. Those surveyed indicated that social justice issues are addressed during their liturgies. However, liturgical reform stemming from Vatican II has only recently begun to involve social justice to a significant degree.

Today there are approximately 1600 Catholic parishes in the U.S. with significant black congregations. It should not be assumed that they each develop the same liturgical style. Nor should it be assumed that adaptations of black culture serve blacks alone. The diversity of black cultural sources is a wellspring for creative liturgies to ensure the strengthening of the Catholic community.
Polka Mass: Ethnic Liturgy?

BY REGINA KOSCIELSKA

There have been references in United States publications about “American liturgy” and calls to “Americanize the Mass,” but God’s infinite imagination and gift of color have resulted in a cultural and linguistic diversity that makes such a goal difficult, if not impossible. The church recognizes pluralism in its official documents. Thus we have national and diocesan commissions and secretariats for Black and Hispanic liturgies. Workshops, conventions, and publications feature such liturgies and are becoming sensitive to additional groups, such as American Indian and Eastern (meaning Far East).

There are other cultural groups who feel that they, too, have experienced discrimination in the past and that they, too, have something distinctive and worthwhile to contribute to “American” liturgy. It is not surprising then, that the “polka Mass” phenomenon has developed? And a phenomenon it is. These Masses are well-attended and are spreading. Participation varies but is frequently good.

Why not? Polkas are happy, infectious, popular, and express certain cultural values. Music of the accordion, clarinet, and saxophone is as appropriate in church as that of guitars, trumpets, drums, and castanets. Moreover, polka Masses originated with priests and it is pastors who permit their presentation in their parishes. The sincerity of their intentions here can be assumed.

However, there are elements of the polka Mass as now performed that are questionable and disturbing. Let us examine them.

First, the polka itself. It is a lively dance in 2/4 time that originated in Bohemia in the 1830’s and is considered the national dance of the Czechs. The name “polka” is both the Czech and the Polish term for “Polish girl.” Poles can point to the rhythm of the “krakowiak” as a predecessor of the polka. Germans can point to the schottische as a predecessor.

The dance spread rapidly to surrounding countries, to Paris, to Vienna, to St. Petersburg, to London. In 1844 it reached the United States and gave rise to numerous jokes because James Polk was elected president that year. Ballroom music in 19th century America featured polkas along with waltzes, quadrilles, galops and quicksteps. John Philip Sousa and Victor Herbert composed polkas. Lawrence Welk and Arthur Godfrey are responsible for much of their current popularity.

So, when a pastor announces that a polka Mass will be presented to honor or acknowledge ethnic culture and tradition, exactly whose culture and tradition is meant? Father Frank Perkovich based his polka Mass on Slovenian and Croatian melodies. Numerous polka bands use Polish songs. Polka Masses are a part of Oktoberfests and “polkabrations” of the Bavarians of Frankenmuth, Michigan. Scandinavians identify with the polka. There are Italian and Mexican polkas, also.

The ethnic factor is not easily identifiable and relatively unimportant. It is the “hymns” used in these liturgies that matter because they simply are not hymns. Their melodies are taken directly and unapologetically from songs sung at bars, wedding receptions, and dance halls. They are recognized by the people as Iron Mike Polka, Blue Eyes Cryin’ in the Rain, Barking Dog Polka, Blue Skirt Waltz, etc. The words have been changed but they are invariably awkward and trite.

The melodies selected are sometimes so tasteless as to be incomprehensible. For example, someone has changed the words to a song used at wedding receptions that all Polish Americans recognize. The song tells of a lady who asks her doctor when to “give” — in the morning or in the evening? — and the doctor replies. In the refrain the husband sings that his “old lady” is unable to sleep. The suggestiveness associated with and recalled by this melody causes raised eyebrows and side-glances in the congregations, even though the new words state, “We offer bread and wine . . .”

Another current hymn is Let the Sunshine In, changed to Let the SON Shine In. Lyrics have been altered thus: “Whirling skirts, pretty girls and smiling faces” is now “Joyful hope, love of God, and smiling faces.” “The happiness we have in Polkaland” became “the heritage we have as sons of God.” “At a dance, in your home or at a tavern” became “On the job, in your home, or at a party.” “Couples dance around the floor. Others asking for some more. And their spirits getting higher with some beer” is now “Happy feelings in the air, overcoming pain and cares. Now join all those who share the peace of Christ!” Other lines are similarly changed (and we know exactly where the drinking toast, “Na zdrowie!” comes in).
Bobby Vinton’s famous hit song, *Melody of Love* (“Moja droga, ja cie kocham”) has been used as a Marian hymn.

A different method of polka hymnology simply changes the tempo. Thus, there is *Battle Hymn Polka, It is No Secret Polka*, and *Old Time Religion Polka*.

There are lengthy instrumental interludes between stanzas, entire stanzas of la-la-la’s, la-dee-da’s, oh-lee-oh-lee-oh’s, and endings with a jolly “hey!” There are solos with elaborate repetitions and endings with flourishes and high notes.

The Great Amen may be from *Lilies of the Field* or may be sung to the melody of *Edelweiss* (from *Sound of Music*).

The number of available hymns is limited so there is no regard for the varying readings of the Mass or for the liturgical season. The same songs are used in Lent and Advent, in May and September. Responsorial psalms are treated with the same disregard.

There is a commercial aspect to these Masses. They are not planned for any particular community. They are not planned by the parish Worship Commission or the parish minister of music, who usually are not consulted at all. Either the pastor or a Special Events or Festival Committee invites a polka Mass group, frequently from another state. When a five-piece band (sometimes plus vocalists) with its instruments and electronics equipment travels to Detroit from Minnesota, Connecticut or Ohio, it does not do so gratuitously. Paid advertisements of the event appear in local and diocesan papers. When the group sets up its equipment the band’s name on music stands and drums is plainly visible. The band may have a “booster club” whose members come in with the band’s name emblazoned on jackets and T-shirts. There also are “Polka Booster” clubs who wear distinctive jackets and travel from church to church (gypsies? groupies?) following polka Mass performances. Frequent one person, an accordion player, conducts the Mass. He, too, is imported, publicized, “boosted,” and remunerated. Just before the final blessing the celebrant usually asks the congregation for applause. The polka leader then thanks the people and announces that they are available for purchase. Or it is the solo which he just sang after Communion that is available on a recording.

The applause and the remuneration are inconsistent with treatment accorded the parish choir and/or music group which rehearses and sings all-year-round. Not to mention the minister of music who, in most parishes, is still not paid “a proper wage.”

Reactions to polka Masses (most of which have been published in the local press) include: “It was fun,” “terrific—I’m a jitterbug from way back,” “I almost asked (a nun) if she wanted to dance,” “grab your partner!” Priests have said, “We packed them in today,” “the people enjoyed it,” “the Mass is a meal; this was appropriate ‘dinner’ music.”

When Poles arrived in massive numbers to the United States in the 1890’s and early 1900’s they brought their Catholic traditions with them. The usual descriptions of pre-Vatican II liturgies as silent and non-participatory do not apply to those immigrants. There was a much greater tradition of singing and active participation in

---

Exactly whose culture and tradition does the polka represent?

---

Poland (and other European countries) than in America. It was pre-Vatican II so it was different but it was active. They brought many hymns with them; some of the most beautiful are settings of the Psalms. Poles brought with them a deep sense of the sacred, celebrated even in their poetry. They brought a perception of reverence, dignity, and formality. The Polish language itself reflects this. The language is so structured that we do not address parents, teachers, presidents, kings, priests, nuns, or anyone in authority familiarly as “you.” We address them with respect. And God is the supreme authority so he is always “Lord God.” Jesus is always “Lord Jesus.”

When they came here the Poles also brought the polka and the oberek and the waltz (as did those other Slavs, Germans, and Scandinavians). They brought their holiday traditions, their drinking customs, and their earthy folk songs. But carrying these over into the worship of their Creator was unthinkable.

Advocates of the polka Mass point out that Luther and Bach used secular songs for hymns. Indeed, so did others. There are many examples of “problems of the profane elements in sacred music... the mixture of lascivious or impure elements... operatic style” (New Catholic Encyclopedia, X, 98). “Masses bore such names as Farewell, My Love, In the Shadow of the Bush, Kiss Me... and while the bass sang the words of the liturgy, the tenor would roll out the very words of folk-songs...” (Pierre Janelle, The Catholic Reformation, 1963, p. 178). It is significant that from the earliest years the church had to deal with distortions, parodies, and showmanship.

There were abuses in the liturgy of the church then, there are abuses now. The church attempted to correct them then, it does so now. There were rules then, there are rules now. As our guidelines now we have Vatican II documents, supplemented by papal pronouncements and statements of the American bishops. These can be
helpful in identifying the good and bad aspects of polka Masses and, perhaps, making them more acceptable. To this end the following may be considered:

1. Competent composer-liturgists should write suitable new hymns (in the polka idiom and spirit) so that "the music matches the spirit of the service itself" (Musicam Sacram, 9) and "will become a truly worthy part of the church's musical heritage" (Musicam Sacram, 59). "The music will be the more holy the more closely it is joined to the liturgical rite . . . investing the rites with greater solemnity" (Sacrasanctum Concilium, 112). "Let them produce compositions having the qualities proper to genuine sacred music" (SC, 121). "The texts . . . must always be consistent with Catholic thinking; indeed they should be drawn chiefly from holy Scripture and from liturgical sources" (SC, 121). New melodies set to proper texts would eliminate banal word substitutions and distracting word associations.

2. A sufficient number and variety of hymns must be made available because "great care must be shown in the selection of music for seasons and feasts" (Liturgical Music Today, 48).

3. Reliance on a polka leader's standard all-purpose song sheet for the liturgy ought to be abandoned. Bring in the parish community for "planning is a team undertaking, involving the presider, the musicians and the assembly" (LMT, 12).

4. Commercialism should be eliminated. If the parish community does the planning, money for publicity and importation of outsiders will be unnecessary. Selling record albums to the congregation on liturgical time (by someone who is not even a parish member) is discourteous and a presumptuous intrusion.

5. Toe-tapping, finger-snapping music should not be imposed on a congregation in the name of "culture" unless such music is truly representative of it. "The people's own religious songs are to be encouraged with care" (SC, 18). As we have noted, the polka Mass does not reflect the culture or traditions of any one ethnic group.

Music should not be imposed on people in the name of culture unless it is truly representative of that culture.

---

Nationalities herein addressed have an entirely different concept of what is worthy of our God. Check their real traditions, their own hymn treasuries. "Singing and playing the music of the past is a way for Catholics to stay in touch with and preserve their rich heritage" (LMT, 52).

6. Music should not be permitted to intrude on the action at the altar, either through overamplification of the music or through showmanship, for "the function of music is ministerial; it must serve and never dominate" (Music in Catholic Worship, 3).

7. Excellence should be set as a goal. Giving our best to our Lord is a genuine cultural trait and tradition of European immigrants, those whom the polka Mass supposedly represents. "While this principle upholding musical plurality has pastoral value, it should never be employed as a license for including poor music" (LMT, 15).

When and if polka Mass supporters and promoters succeed in taking it out of the realm of entertainment they might give us a "new song" worthy of the "good news." We will then "come together to acknowledge the love of God . . . to stand in awe and praise" (MCW, 2). That is quite a challenge!
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In choosing the perfect organ, the last thing you want is perfection.

Think back on the most memorable musical performance you’ve ever heard.

No doubt it was an ensemble of human or instrumental voices, coloured by the ever-so-slight variations in each distinct sound. No two voices are perfectly alike. But the collective sound is completely satisfying.

This is the concept built into each Johannus organ. The wondrous sound you hear is in the classical European tradition. It is not digital or computerized. And it is not unified, or forced to draw on limited tonal resources. Instead, it is a full-bodied spectrum of individually coloured voices, each bringing its unique character to the whole.

This remarkable sound can be found in the Johannus 240, shown here, and in a full range of models, at an equally remarkable price. For example, the 3-manual, non-unified Johannus 240 is actually priced lower than competitive 2-manual, unified organs. And besides offering 45 distinct speaking stops, the 240 is fully voiceable — like all Johannus organs.

So before you decide on any organ, listen to the full splendor of a Johannus. You will not hear perfection, in its literal sense. But within that colourful blend lies the most perfect sound of all.

For more information and the address of your nearest Johannus organ dealer, call 800-547-5004, or write Thod Madsen, Johannus of America, Inc., First Federal Plaza, Suite 225, 1220 Main, Vancouver, Washington 98660.

All Johannus organs are available in the Classic European cabinet shown above, with the Deluxe Handcrafted cabinet at right available on selected models.

© 1983 Johannus of America, Inc.
Horrors! The choir and its director and the organist and the cantor were furious. What insensitivity to the ministers of music! What disrespect to this great work of musical art! What a massive violation of hospitality! It appeared that the newly ordained was grateful to “get on with it” and the assembly sighed relief to be rid of such tedium in six-eight time.

It appears that the bishop showed great compassion to the liturgical assembly, the newly ordained and the cooks in the kitchen to get on with the celebration. Musicians, like ushers, can forget that their role is to make the assembly more comfortable in a worship space, be that space a pew space or a musical space. It has been my observation that the choir director who harumphs the action of an usher taking a cigarette break during the homily is frequently the same director who sees no contradiction in telling his favorite soprano during the same homily the “one about the traveling salesman who…” It is the same type of choir director who exchanges nothing during the sharing of the peace and is hell-bent in singing in entirely the dubious “let there be peace on earth.” The question is, “Who is being inhospitable to whom?”

Hospitality is a great deal more than just offering a cup of coffee (as in the funeral procession of the last installment of Roundelay) or smiling innately at the assembly and demanding that the members sing a piece of tedious doggerel. Hospitality is to make things easier, such as singing, praying, discovering. It is highly possible that the musical forms which are chosen and used in many churches mitigate against hospitality. The raging between musician and pastor about the number of verses in the entrance hymn accommodating the entrance action is a tempest that blows across many American naves. “If we don’t sing all of the verses, we make the statement which the poet intended incomplete,” parries the musician. “The song is to accompany the action and not vice versa,” langes the pastor. The assembly meekly stand their ground waiting in boredom while the rattling and the raking goes on. “Perhaps,” whimper some one in the pew, “you could extend the entrance rite by having the procession move through the nave down the center aisle.” “Perhaps,” echoes another person, “the musical and poetic form could be more flexible such as antiphonal psalmody.” “How about new hymns which are complete in two or three verses?” asserts another of the baptized. “Why not an instrumental processional and then a sung call to worship during the greeting” encourages the DRE. “Why can’t we just sing to help us feel more comfortable and to be united,” rumbles the sacristan. The assembly is flexing their agapetic muscle. They are demanding ministry from the musicians and the ministry they ask is a very simple one: “Let the music embrace and enliven. Let the music free and unite. Let the music be another facet of hospitality.”
organ recitals on the Steiner-Reck tracker organ in Gloria Dei Worship Center at Trinity Lutheran Seminary, 2199 E. Main St., Columbus, OH.

Richard Fragomeni. Sponsored by Office of Worship. P.O. Box 2018, Milwaukee, WI 53201. Cost: $100.00 (Team of 3 or more: $90.00 each).

WISCONSIN

MILWAUKEE
March 18-23

COLORADO

DENVER
March 2, 3
Fourth Annual Canta Colorado conference on Hispanic worship. Brochure available from Office of Liturgy, 200 Josephine Street, P.O. Box 1620, Denver, CO 80201 (303) 388-4411.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

March 31

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO
March 25
Concert: Music for a Great Space featuring Choirs of Holy Name Cathedral, Chicago Brass quintet and friends. Program Mass in F# Minor and Toccata from Fifth Symphony by Charles Marie Widor. Place: Cathedral of the Holy Name, 730 N. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60611. (312) 664-6963.

OHIO

COLUMBUS
March 18
Evening Prayer and Recital featuring William Haller. One of several dedicatory organ recitals on the Steiner-Reck tracker organ in Gloria Dei Worship Center at Trinity Lutheran Seminary, 2199 E. Main Street, Columbus, OH 43209. Sponsored jointly with the Conservatory of Music, Capital University.

April 29
Evening Prayer and Recital featuring Jan Linker. One of several dedicatory

CUSTOM BUILT PIPE ORGANS

St. John's Church
Montgomery, Alabama
For quality and value received, nothing surpasses the pipe organ. Investigate this option for your own church. Call or write today — entirely without obligation.

THE WICKS ORGAN COMPANY
PIE ORGAN CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1906
HIGHLAND, ILLINOIS 62249
TELEPHONE: 654-2191 • AREA CODE 618
Music from the Catholic Traditions of East and West by Willard F. Jabusch

A Heritage of Hymns

Many parishioners will recognize the melodies from their native lands. A Heritage of Hymns is the bridge to discovery of this beautiful music which has served the Church and preserved the faith for whole new generations of native-born American Catholics.

Containing 85 songs, 15 psalms and 10 acclamations, A Heritage of Hymns will truly enrich the liturgy and devotions of the contemporary Church in America.

Combining memorable melodies with new scriptural texts, A Heritage of Hymns also offers two-part harmony for every song, guitar chord symbols, plus topical, scriptural and alphabetical indices to aid musicians and liturgists.

A Heritage of Hymns . . . . $2.25 (50 or more copies $1.25 each)

Arise in Beauty

This album by Father Jabusch has twelve religious songs with a contemporary sound and a delightful variety of musical styles. Seven songs have new festive texts set to beautiful Hasidic, Slavic and Angevin folk tunes; five are original songs. Alan Moore of Nashville, talented singer and arranger, uses spirited as well as contemplative tempos for these songs. They will thrill both young and old.

Tempo and arrangements in the songbook are selected for liturgical use. It has complete words, melodies, SAB or SATB choir arrangements, instrumental descants, keyboard accompaniment and chord symbols for guitar.

Record or Cassette .............................................$8.95
Choral Songbook/Accompaniment .........................$4.95

Songs for the Feast

An unusual album of traditional Polish and Lithuanian melodies provided with new English texts by Father Jabusch. The songbook contains traditional four-part harmonization with guitar chord symbols, while the recording shows the contemporary possibilities of the songs.

Record or Cassette .............................................$8.95
Choral Songbook .............................................$4.95

Enter in the Wilderness

Father Jabusch has taken the best from our musical and spiritual roots for this collection of songs of Good News — shape-note hymns, Scottish songs, Hasidic and Russian folk tunes.

The songbook contains accompaniments arranged for keyboard, guitar chord symbols and instrumental descants or vocal harmonies for many of the songs.

Record or Cassette .............................................$8.95
Choral Songbook/Accompaniment .........................$4.95

Available at your local bookstore or from World Library Publications, Inc.
5040 N. Ravenswood, Chicago, IL 60640
(312) 769-1000
Hotline

Positions Available

Minister of Music. F.T.: 1400-family parish seeks an organist/choir director with a high priority of good music and liturgy. Duties include directing adult choir, folk group, cantors, teaching in school 11 hours per week (grades 1 thru 6), member of worship committee, weddings and funerals. Position available as of Jan. 2, 1984. Send resume to Rev. Lawrence Fry, St. Louis Parish, 300 N. Chapel St., Louisville, OH 44641 (216) 875-8558. Deadline for applications Feb. 29, 1984. HLP-3147

Director of Music. P.T.: Los Angeles suburban parish seeks individual to establish music program with extremely supportive pastor. Chorus, cantors. 26-rank mechanical Schudi organ in reverbent structure. Must be a competent organist, with choral music and liturgy background pre-requisite. Send resume to Dr. Leo Nestor, P.O. Box 887, Palisades, CA 90272 (213) 388-5203. HLP-3148

Director/Liturgy and Music, F.T.: Requirements include a knowledge of classical and contemporary music, keyboard skills, management and personnel skills. 2 choirs, 4-manual, 75-rank pipe organ. Salary commensurate with education and experience. Send resume to Rev. Richard A. Mangini, Pastor, c/o St. Leander Church, 474 W. Estudillo Ave., San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 895-5631. HLP-3149

Golden Opportunity for Adventurous Church Musician. Team Music Ministers 30 hours a week in growing English speaking parish minutes from Frankfurt. Tour Europe, ski the Alps, crawl great cathedral organs, audition and study under renowned Masters. Beginning salary, $500 per month plus free room and board. Keyboard essential, guitar preferred. Music degree and knowledge of Catholic liturgy essential. 1 year renewable commitment preferred. Send resume to Sacred Heart Parish, Pioneer Chapel-Hanau, APO New York 09165. HLP-3164

Liturgy/Music Director: Organ, Choir, Cantor. Parish of 4000 families on Long Island, New York seeks to continue and expand present children and adult choir, folk group, and congregational singing. HLP-3167

Musicians Available

Highly Qualified, Experienced Organist/Choir Director/Liturgy seeks full-time position in ministry of music at Cathedral/Diocesan level. HLP-3106

HELP! Seeking full-time position in warm climate to live with my cousin, wheelchair bound for many years. I am a young 48, pleasant personality individual with 18 years in present position. Excellent references. Organist, director, teacher, leader of song, composer. My name is Curt Haessner, (201) 478-4830. HLP-3116

Church Musician/Liturgist. Seeking full-time position on or near east coast. Have worked in both a large and small parish setting. Experienced in liturgy planning, recruitment and training of cantors, choir members and folk group. Capable of teaching music in school or on an individual basis. Also experienced in services for the hearing-impaired through American Sign Language. Comfortable with modern and progressive parish setting. Will relocate. Salary negotiable. Contact: Geraldine Tarbox, P.O. Box 313, Chenango Bridge, NY 13745. HLP-3150

Experienced Liturgist and Pastoral Musician seeking full- or part-time position in parish. Interest in helping to develop or expand liturgical and paraliturgical program for the total worshiping community. Accomplished pianist, organist, guitarist, choir director, liturgy coordinator. Liturgical music composer. Skilled in a variety of church music. Strong theatre background including mime and scriptural drama. Teaching experience. Desire to become part of parish ministry team --- especially interested in youth/young adult ministry. Write to: Box 2A, 12 Juanita Place, Belleville, IL 62223. HLP-3140

Pastoral Musician seeks full-time position in parish committed to Vatican II concepts of community and ministry. 15 years of experience, including contemporary choir, children's choirs, cantor training, composing and liturgy. Familiar with all the liturgy documents and prepared to tailor their implementation to a particular pastoral setting. As part of pastoral staff and liturgy committee. Teaching music in parish school and working with school and CCD liturgies is also desirable. Skilled in musical styles from Gregorian to Folk. Contact: Michael Novak, 13402 Demetrias Way Germantown, MD 20874. (301) 972-2089. HLP-3166

Choir Director/Choir Director of Music seeks full-time position, Education include M.A. in choral conducting, B.M. in Church Music. Eight years experience directing the music program for a parish of 1500 families. Developed a graded-choir program including pre-school through adults. Organist/ Vocalist for all weddings/funerals. Experienced in leading worship services. Extensive choral conducting experience. Contact: Stephen Lucasi, 302 Fourth Street, Riverton, NJ 08077. HLP-3165
Introducing A Person

The many-sided expertise of David Haas makes him equally equipped for managing the varied and delicate demands of concert, coffeehouse, or liturgical performance, as well as facilitating and inspiring workshops with his knack for enthusiastic presentation. David employs his precocious flair as Director of Music and Liturgy at St. Thomas Aquinas Church in St. Paul Park, Minnesota. A native of Bridgeport, Michigan, David comes from a musical family where he received his early training. After graduating from high school, he went on to study music composition at Central Michigan University. For nearly two decades, he has been a dynamic force in music education, conducting workshops and sharing his passion for music with students and educators alike.

Many Times Forgiven


Betty Ann Ramseth's gently flowing melody and Trilby Jordan's text, which the youngest child can understand, produce an excellent anthem for Lent as well as any time of the liturgical year. The moderate syncopation in the melody, sung with an accompaniment independent of the vocal line, creates an ongoing effect which appeals to children. The soft effect of the flute obbligato adds lustre to the message and mood of the piece. Worth considering.

Easter Thoughts


For those music directors searching for Easter/spring choral selections, Easter Thoughts is worth considering. Beautifully simple in text and melody, this piece is suitable for children's voices of all ages. The organ part supports the voices as well as being independently melodic enough to add interest and color. The use of handbells or Orff instruments could spark the children's creativity to produce joyous Easter sounds. A good buy!

The Good Samaritan


Beginning with the narration of Luke 10:25, this piece continues in melody the answer of Jesus to the question, "Who is my neighbor?" The simple union entrance then divides into two-part canon form. As the text unfolds, the accompaniment adds spice. Ending with another line of narration, The Good Samaritan is easily learned and memorized, thus enabling the children to concentrate on the drama of the text. Simple, effective, an opportunity for pantomime or dramatization — an excellent idea for children's liturgies.

Become as a Child

Helen Litz. Two part with piano and Orff instruments. Choristers Guild, 1983. CGA-287. $75.

Using as a springboard a well-known phrase from children's play-song repertoire, Helen Litz builds the theme into an exciting anthem for young voices with an appropriate text: "All around the world children are singing, all around the world we see them at play; hear the call of Jesus in the message they are bringing; become as a child, he will show you the way." The "laughing" descant (La la la, ha ha ha) blends with the Orff instruments and piano accompaniment to form one effective musical unit which even the youngest child will enjoy singing. The composer suggests options for singing the song and these could add variety to the three verses. This is a fun song with an important message for both young and old.

Let the Children Come to Me

PSALMS

Twenty-Four Responsorial Settings for the Liturgical Year

by

ROBERT E. KREUTZ


CHORAL EDITION 8311 ................. $3.95

Beautifully bound, full-score edition. Large, easy-to-read type. Complete with Scriptural, Ritual and Topical Indexes, and congregational responses suitable for reproduction.

CASSETTE RECORDING 8313 (2 tapes) .......... $12.95

Beautiful choral renditions of each of the 24 settings. These recordings clearly illustrate the use of the choir, cantor, organ, solo instruments, etc., for each setting. A very useful instructional tape set for music directors, choirs and cantors. A prayerful, inspirational recording for just listening.

ACCOMPANIMENT EDITION 8312 ................. $10.95

Printed in loose-leaf format for easy page turns. Comes in beautifully imprinted binder with handy storage pockets on the inside. Duplicate pages for the responses provided so that they may be taken out and placed alongside the verses to eliminate frequent page turns. Complete with indexes, solo instrument parts and congregational responses suitable for reproduction.

TITLE INDEX

All The Ends Of The Earth
Be Merciful, O Lord
Come, O Lord
Happy Are Those
Happy The People
Here Am I, Lord
How Lovely Is Your Dwelling Place
I Rejoiced When I Heard Them Say
If Today You Hear His Voice
Let Us Rejoice
Lord, Send Out Your Spirit
Lord, You Have The Words

May The Lord Bless Us
My Soul Is Thrusting For You
My Soul Proclaims
Proclaim His Marvelous Deeds
Remember Your Love
Taste And See
The Hand Of The Lord
The Lord Is My Light
The Lord Is My Shepherd
This Is The Day
To You, O Lord
You Will Draw Water

As usual, Joseph Roff has composed beautiful, yet simple, melodic lines to enhance the well-known biblical text of Mark. The harmony poses no problem for young children and is supported by an interesting accompaniment. Appropriate for use within the liturgy or in para-liturgical services. Let the Children Come To Me is a real gem!

ANNE KATHLEEN DUFFY

Congregation

Psalms for the Church Year


This collection consists of twenty-four psalms for the liturgical year for cantor, choir, congregation, guitar and keyboard. The antiphons are generally easy to sing and melodic in a neo-romantic manner (American popular music). Traditional and model elements are evidenced in the harmonic structure. The wedding between the rhythm of the text and the music is a major attribute of this collection. Especially moving to the reviewer is Marty Haugen’s “Be With Me.” Harmonic progressions, voice-leading and melodic contours of the Haugen works are generally stronger than those of Haas’. The refrains for the congregation are found in the back of the edition to facilitate reproduction. Musicians will find this collection to be useful and within the capabilities of the average choir and cantor.

Psalms and Selected Canticles


Pastoral musicians will find this collection excellent in all ways! Psalms and selected canticles for the entire liturgical year have been composed for congregation, cantor, choir, selected instruments, and organ. Some pieces use only congregation/cantor; others use only congregation/choir. The melodic line of the antiphons is well-crafted; easy, singable, and musically interesting. The harmonic writing is both traditional and modal. The superb organ writing fits the instrument very well. Included in the collection are separate instrumental parts (brass, etc.), congregational antiphons

“they are not only well written but also flexible and usable by many different kinds of choirs and congregations.”

—Most Rev. Rembert Weakland, OSB, Archbishop of Milwaukee

Write: OREGON CATHOLIC PRESS
or Box 14909, Portland, OR 97214
Call: 1-800-547-8992 (in Oregon 1-231-2594)
for easy reproduction, and topical, seasonal, and ritual psalm indices. This reviewer gladly welcomes this collection by a first-rate composer and hopes that it will help chart future directions for serious liturgical composition.

Patrick I. Carlin

Organ

Christ is Arisen
Peter Skaalen. Augsburg, 1982. 11-5490. $3.75.

The main body of this exuberant toccata, which incorporates the Easter chorale Christ ist erstanden (LW 136), owes much to Mulet's Carillon-Sortie. Although Skaalen composes in a contemporary tonal idiom, nothing here is strident or unsettling. The manual changes and registrations are well thought out and work admirably on a classical instrument with 56/30 compasses. This piece would make a splendid Easter postlude. Be sure to begin preparation well in advance in order to master several tricky passages.

Craig J. Cramer

Choral

Three Meditations for Holy Week

Choir directors who occasionally indulge in a bit of nostalgia for "the good old days" should examine these three brief compositions, original music in a style identified with the great contrapuntalists of the Renaissance. The texts are Holy Week texts: "Hosanna"—for Passion Sunday; "Insult Has Broken My Heart" and "Father, Thy Will Be Done."

The music is a successful effort to wed English words to a style which the church has acknowledged as church music of the highest order, second only to plainsong. No church musician will mistake the idiom, and those more familiar with classical polyphony will be quick to recognize that Donald Reagan always allows the texts to dominate. Above-average choirs should be able to turn these "meditations" into a pleasing choral sound as well as a genuine worship experience. Holy Week needs this kind of a cappella music; it's up to choir directors to fill that need. These three little com-

ESSAYS IN AMERICAN LITURGY

New continuing series of booklets designed to bring you fresh, thought-provoking American scholarship on current research in musical liturgy.

1. Music in Ritual: A Pre-Theological Investigation by Edward Foley
Surveys the function of the power of music as communication, symbol, and language. Ground Breaking. To help you most appropriately integrate music into your church worship.

2. Chant: From Gueranger to Gelineau by Norita Lanners
A fascinating look at the role of Gregorian Chant and how it relates to liturgy in the American church... to help you articulate your stance on the issue of Gregorian Chant.

EACH ONLY $1.50

NEW! Available at your bookstore or from:
The Pastoral Press
225 Sheridan Street, NW • Washington, DC 20011 • (202) 723-5800

NEW!

A More Profound Alleluia!
Gelineau and Routley on Music in Christian Worship

By CHARLES POTTIE
Only $5.95

Here, through the eyes of Eric Routley and Joseph Gelineau, are both the worship styles of the Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches, and how music fits into each. Their insights provide foundations for your selection and use of music in worship. Gelineau and Routley, together for your study and comparison... offering you the best of both traditions.

Available at your bookstore or from:
The Pastoral Press
225 Sheridan Street, NW • Washington, DC 20011 • (202) 723-5800
The need for proper voicing and finishing isn't new to us. In fact, that's what we've been working on since our beginning over forty years ago. And during the intervening years we've developed an organ system that is unmatched in its capability of being properly voiced and finished to a given tonal environment.

We know how to adapt Allen Digital Computer Organs to the exact needs of your situation. And this includes technology which minimizes the problem of loud and soft notes and obtaining the proper sound in a given room.

Our new ADC models also have another exclusive feature, the flexibility to let you pick and choose among the various voices which have existed in organs for centuries. In fact, in addition to providing a specification to your requirement, ADC organs are equipped with an additional independent card reader system which enables the addition or substitution of additional voices at will. And what organist hasn't craved for just those extra few stops for that certain musical program.

Furthermore, designers at Allen Organ Company are at your service for future specification changes — let's say your opinion changes about the incisiveness of your reed chorus. Tiny microcircuits with different voices can be easily substituted — a change which can radically alter the nature of a particular organ, i.e., English reeds instead of French.

If these claims seem outrageous, investigate! We believe that you will be surprised at what you learn.

☐ Send free literature
☐ Send Demonstration Recording (Enclose $3.00 Check or Money Order)

Name ____________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip __________

Allen Organ Company, Dept. PM 123
Macungie, PA 18062

Copyright © 1983
positions are not difficult music, but they are not for beginners, either.

A Hymn of Gladness


Robert Kreutz calls his composition "a quiet meditation on Easter." Both the text, by Christopher Wordsworth, and the musical setting are very traditional. However, a good composer can turn such materials into effective church music, which Mr. Kreutz has a habit of doing. His setting calls for SATB choir and organ with two optional flutes. The two flutes (or organ) provide short interludes between the verses. The choral texture moves all the way from unison singing to straightforward four-part writing, but in between lie the important elements of contrast and climax — passages with imitation between two and four voices. These brief passages will be the only challenge for singers in an otherwise rather easy composition. I'm certain that alert choir directors will discover a lot of music in this "quiet meditation."

The Lord Is Ris'n Indeed


In the previous review I mentioned that joy ought to be an ingredient of the musical experience, not forgetting that joy is always a part of our worship life. I have the impression that William Billings understood this well. Perhaps that's the reason why some of his compositions can be found in current editions (the present example was copyrighted by the Oliver Ditson Company in 1966 and published again in a 1981 edition).

Billings' text and music display marks of yesterday, but (I feel) they are still useful as a dynamic expression of our Easter faith. These three pages of music have a lot of vitality. The music is not difficult, except for the fact that the singers must possess and be able to communicate some of the energy that Billings calls for here in this Easter music.

Christ Being Raised from the Dead


A country as large as ours must have a few choirs here and there with vocal gifts to master compositions that are a bit more difficult and contemporary. Philip Moore's Easter anthem deserves mention for that very reason. As a whole, it is not really difficult music, although the rhythmic and angular shape of some measures is not for the timid or the insecure. Furthermore, these five pages of music are intended to be sung a cappella. Splendid music for the Easter season, but recommended only to adventurous choirs!

This is the Day

Michael Joncas. Text from Ps. 118. SATB, Cantor, Organ or Piano, optional handbell and glockenspiel. Cooperative Music, 1982. 88A 1282Y. $1.35.

Church music, as an art, ought to give a measure of enjoyment to all participants. And there is no reason why it cannot, on occasion, be just plain fun. In theory, at least, there is no such thing as a sad Alleluia or sad Easter music. Michael Joncas has provided parishes with some "happy" music for the Easter season. His text, from Psalm 118, is not only the common Responsorial Psalm for the Easter season, but is the proper psalm for the Easter Vigil, the Easter Feast, and several Sundays after Easter. Although it is very traditional, there is nothing hackneyed about the music. In Joncas' hands it stays alive.

With the lead and support of cantor and choir the congregation will easily

---

**CODE OF CANON LAW**

**LATIN-ENGLISH EDITION**

The translation is in American usage English and has been approved by the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. Although the Latin is the only official text of the law, this edition provides the advantage of ready reference to the official Latin text with the approved American translation on the facing page. Special features of the CLSA edition are:

- an updated translation of the Apostolic Constitution of Pope John Paul II promulgating the new Code,
- a translation of the preface to the Latin edition giving a brief history of canon law and the principles involved in the revision,
- a subject index prepared by the C.L.S.A.

Two editions are available of this invaluable reference for all involved in church life or interested in the law of the Catholic Church.

Leatherette flexible binding — $12.00
Cloth Case binding — $15.00

Available through your bookstore, or contact:

The Canon Law Society of America
Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C. 20064

When ordering from the CLSA please add $1.50 handling fee and allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
Announcing the most important marriage of music and technology since the printing press and paper . . .

$12.95 per songkit

Word Music, Inc. is proud to have been a part of your church music program for over thirty years.

Now, in our continued effort to make your dynamic music ministry more effective, Word Music introduces The Electric Hymnal.

This audio visual hymnal signals an innovative breakthrough for church music.

By providing songs on slides, overhead cells, and instrumental accompaniment tape, the basic concept behind The Electric Hymnal is to involve more people, mind and heart, in meaningful praise. Printed music is also available for use by an accompanist. Imagine the spontaneity, the great sense of worship. No heads buried in hymnals but . . . instead . . . a sea of uplifted faces with voices singing out in triumphant rejoicing!

The applications of this new and exciting concept are as varied as the activities of your church. As portable as a suitcase, The Electric Hymnal is appropriate for groups outside the sanctuary such as VBS, retreats and camps, as well as providing new methods of ministering to the deaf. Attractive storage binders provide a convenient method of protecting and organizing The Electric Hymnal components.

The Electric Hymnal provides a solution to the problem of selecting just the right songs for each worship need. Songs previously unavailable due to copyright laws and the high cost of new hymnals can now be purchased through this truly cost effective method.

The Electric Hymnal — It's here to help you teach, encourage, extoll, and praise.

If you'd like to know more about The Electric Hymnal, write or call:

WORD MUSIC
P. O. Box 1700
Waco, TX 76796

Call toll free 800/433-3327 • In Texas 800/792-3210
Ask about a 30-day, no obligation review of The Electric Hymnal!
What an important part of Christian Character through Children's and Youth Choirs is the opportunity for prayers and devotions at a rehearsal. Now we bring you a most beautiful book of devotional material, written for just such a purpose, in language and content for children and youth.

Betty Ann Ramseth has written "A Vocabulary of Devotions" to fill this need. A spiritual, moving set of 40 devotions for your choir year.

This book is a must for every choir director. You will find it useful for children, youth, yourself, and yes, even your adult choirs.

**order from**

CHORISTERS GUILD

501 E. Third Street, Box 802
Dayton, Ohio 45401

---

Books

**A Triduum Sourcebook**


*A Triduum Sourcebook* is a collection of texts pertaining to the Paschal Triduum: Holy Thursday, Good Friday, the Easter Vigil, and Easter Sunday. These texts include all of the scripture selections and most of the sacramental prayers of the Roman Catholic liturgy, as well as many selections from the *Book of Common Prayer* and Orthodox liturgies. Interspersed are prayers, poems and hymn texts; contemporary reflections; and a generous portion of excerpts from the Fathers of the Church and the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus.

These are texts to meditate upon and savor in anticipation of these high holydays, and an excellent companion for prayer through that sacred time. These are not liturgical recipes or scripts; the contribution to liturgical preparation here lies at the deeper level of preparing the spirit through plumbing the depths of the tradition. These texts provide deep background for those engaged in preparing the Triduum liturgies, for homilists, and for all involved in the journey of the adult catechumen. Wide margins and good spacing leave plentiful space for personal reflections and planning notes.

Of a different character is a closing section on Paschal Vespers. Seeking to revive and further the tradition of Vespers on Easter Sunday, it provides ritual suggestions for an evening prayer appropriately corresponding to the rich symbolism of the Easter Vigil.

This book is obviously prepared with love by people who have come to appreciate the riches of the Paschal Triduum. This could be a good gift of prayer to anyone engaged in liturgical ministry.

Kenneth Smits
SUZUKI IS INSTRUMENTAL!

WORLD WIDE EXPERIENCE
As the world's largest manufacturer of musical instruments for education, Suzuki is in a unique position to provide you with the quality musical instruments you need for exciting, rewarding teaching experiences. In all product categories, the quality, discount pricing, 5 year warranty and immediate shipping give you a decided advantage over competitive brands. Our beautiful color catalogue is filled with a vast array of musical instruments especially designed for the music educator such as Orff instruments, the finest recorders, sturdy rhythm instruments, tunable timpani & drums as well as innovative new musical instruments like Omnichord, Tronichord and electronic pianos, GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOUR STUDENTS ENTHUSIASTIC!

FREE COLOR PRODUCT CATALOGUE
Suzuki is instrumental in music education because we offer so much musical instrument variety at prices you can afford. See what a difference the leader can make. If you haven't already received our new color product catalogue, we'll send you one free of charge. Write to Suzuki Corporation, US Distribution Center, P.O. Box 261030, San Diego, California 92126 or call 619-566-9710 for fastest service.

See us in Chicago at MENC
Booth Numbers C411, 412, 413, 414.

SUZUKI CORPORATION
WE MAKE MEMORIES WITH MUSIC
Renewing a Tradition to Enrich Catholic Worship

the
NEW
PEOPLES
MASS
BOOK

Conceived and developed to stand the test of time

Combining 20 years of reliability in three previous editions with three years of research and development

Consisting of two editions, enabling maximum participation by congregations, choirs, cantors, musicians and celebrants

Containing traditional and new hymns, songs, mass settings, psalms and canticles, responses and acclamations to provide a total parish service book

For further information including a free examination copy and a list of participating bookstore/distributors, write to:
World Library Publications
5040 N. Ravenswood
Chicago, IL 60640
or phone (312) 678-0621

Yes, please send me more information and a free examination copy of the NEW PEOPLE'S MASS BOOK

Name
Parish
Position
Street
City State Zip
Arkansas
Arkansas State University, Dept. of Music
P.O. Box 779
State University, AR 72467
William D. Holmes, Chairman
(501) 972-2094
Graduate and Undergraduate programs. Offers BM in Sacred Music. Accredited by NASM, NCA, and NCATE.

California
Berkeley Liturgical Drama Guild
1735 LeRoy Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94709
Rev. Michael Moynahan, Director
(415) 841-8804
Offers workshops specializing in revealing the Good News through the ancient art of drama. Techniques of mime, mask, and story dramatization.

Biola University, Music Department
La Mirada, CA 90639

Dr. William Lock, Director of Graduate Studies in Church Music
(213) 944-0351, ext. 3230
Core curriculum includes Worship and Liturgies, Church Music History, Church Music Administration, and one year practicum. Other musical studies and additional theological studies available. Workshops offered in Music/Arts, Handbells, Instruments, Children/Youth Choirs. MM degree offered in Church Music, accredited by NASM.

Loma Linda University
LaSierra Campus
Riverside, CA 92515
Donald Thurber, Ph.D.
(714) 785-2036
Undergraduate program. Awards BM in church music. Sir David Willcocks conducts a master workshop in choral rehearsal and performance techniques.

Mount St. Mary's College
12001 Chalon Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90049
Sr. Teresita Espinosa, DMA, Chairman, Dept. of Music

Frank Brownstead, Director, Music Ministry Program
(213) 476-2237
Four year undergraduate program, BM in Church Music, Two year Music Ministry Certificate Program. Accredited by NASM.

Occidental College, Dept. of Music
1600 Campus Road
Los Angeles, CA 90041
Dr. Thomas Somerville, Chair
(213) 259-2785
Four-year college offering BA in music, emphasis available in organ and choral conducting. Special studies available in organ, conducting, rehearsal techniques, choral literature, music theory and history, and keyboard improvisation. Accredited by ACSCU, WASC.

University of Santa Clara
Graduate Program, Religious Studies
Santa Clara, CA 95053
Anne Marie Mongoven, OP, Director
(408) 994-4547
Master of Arts in Pastoral Liturgy, Catechetics, or Spirituality. Two sum-
Summer sessions, featuring faculty of national leaders in all three fields. Tuition Remission available to those in church ministry.

St. John’s Seminary College
Department of Music
5118 E. Seminary Road
Camarillo, CA 93010
Rev. Theodore C. Ley, SM, DMA, Director
(805) 482-4697

Seminary College educates seminarians for four dioceses, and is open to other students, as well. The four year program offers a BA in Philosophy, with a secondary concentration in Sacred Music. Graduate students in Theology may also enroll. Accredited by WASC. Special Summer Musical Retreat especially for those interested in celebrating the daily liturgies musically. Annual summer pilgrimage tour of the Schola Cantorum of the Pacific, made up of students.

Colorado
University of Colorado at
Boulder, School of Music
Macky 201
Boulder, CO 80302
Prof. Don A. Vollstedt, Chairman
(303) 492-7167

Music ministry
Study with:
FRANK BROWNSTEAD, S.M.M., Director of Music Ministry Program, Mount St. Mary’s; NPM Instructor; Organist; Ministry of Music, St. Philip’s Church, Pasadena; Member of the Music Commission, Los Angeles Archdiocese.

Choral Conducting
Liturgy Planning
Cantor Training

DAVID BRITTON, D.M.A., Artist-in-Residence at Mount St. Mary’s; Recitalist: Doctorate with David Craighead, Eastman.

Organ Performance
Service Playing

Also:
FOLK MUSIC SPECIALISTS and other Music Department Faculty.

Music ministry
Study for your:
Two-year CERTIFICATE PROGRAM in MUSIC MINISTRY:
or your
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE in CHURCH MUSIC.

SCHOLARSHIPS and PLACEMENT services are available.

For information, write or call about
MUSIC MINISTRY PROGRAM
Mount St. Mary’s College
12001 Chalon Road, Los Angeles, CA 90049
213/476-2237
Accredited by NASM. Offers undergraduate and graduate programs leading to BM in Church Music, BM in Organ Performance, MM in Church Music, MM in Organ Performance, DMA in Organ Performance. Courses include Service Playing techniques, Philosophy of Church Music, Hymnody and Anthem Repertoire, Improvisation, Bell Choir, Organ literature and construction, conducting. Summer programs in Organ Literature, Bell Choirs, Service Playing.

Connecticut

Yale Institute of Sacred Music
409 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06510
Rev. Harry B. Adams, Acting Director
(203) 436-2915

A graduate program within Yale University for interdisciplinary study in music, the arts, liturgy and theology. Graduate degrees through Yale School of Music: MM, MMA, DMA. Through Yale Divinity School: MDiv, MReligion, MST. Ecumenical faculty and student body preparing for careers as ordained and lay church leaders, parish musicians, and educators, college teachers, liturgical artists.

The Royal School of Church Music in America
Sackett Hill Road
Warren, CT 06754
Robert K. Kennedy, Coordinator
(203) 868-0575

Training Courses held in Florida, Texas, Ohio, South Carolina, and New Jersey, all with distinguished North American and English faculty. Write for brochures and Membership information. Complete line of choir training aids, including graded Chorister Training Scheme based on proven English/European methods.

District of Columbia

Catholic University of America, School of Music
Washington, DC 20064
Dr. Elaine R. Walter, Dean
Dr. Mary Alice O’Connor, Director of Liturgical Music Programs
(202) 635-5414

Accredited by: NASM, NCATE, MSACSS. Graduate and Undergraduate programs. DMA, MM, BM in Organ performance; DMA, MLM (Master of Liturgical Music) with major concentration in organ, choral conducting, composition or voice.

The Center for Pastoral Liturgy
Catholic University of America
Washington, DC 20064
Rev. G. Thomas Ryan, Director
(202) 635-5230
Offers regular and varied seminars and workshops featuring the leadership of the American church. Educational opportunities for liturgists, musicians, diocesan personnel, parish leaders.

Trinity College, Music Department
Michigan Ave. & Franklin St., NE
Washington, DC 20017
Dr. Sharon Shafer, Chairperson
(202) 269-2000

Florida

Eckerd College, Music Department
P.O. Box 12560
St. Petersburg, FL 33733
William E. Waters, Chairperson
(813) 867-1166

Yale Institute of Sacred Music
ISM

A graduate center for individualized study in preparation for vital leadership in congregations of all denominations.

Performance:
Training in organ, choral conducting, voice, and composition under outstanding artist/teachers. Extensive practice facilities, and opportunities to perform on renowned concert instruments.

Scholarship:
In depth exploration of music, the arts, liturgy and theology as these disciplines relate to one another; a distinguished ecumenical faculty; opportunity to explore specialized interests throughout Yale, and to have a share in its rich intellectual life.

Commitment:
Participation in a community of musicians, artists, and theologians studying and working together in the context of the strongly interconfessional Yale Divinity School. A variety of field work opportunities as parish musicians, pastoral associates, educational and arts ministers.

Degree Programs:
Master of Music
Master of Musical Arts
Doctor of Musical Arts
Master of Divinity
Master of Sacred Theology
Master of Arts in Religion

Dual Degree:
Master of Music/Master of Arts in Religion

Address inquiries to:
Yale Institute of Sacred Music
409 Prospect Street
New Haven, CT 06510
203 436-2915
BA degree with complete theory and history courses, conducting. Two choirs, private organ instruction.

Jacksonville University, College of Fine Arts
University Blvd. North
Jacksonville, FL 32211
Dr. William A. Vessels, Division of Music
(904) 744-3950, ext. 370
School of music with undergraduate and graduate programs. Accredited by NASM, SACS. BM in sacred music performance, organ or voice. Four-year program of church music courses including Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, and Anglican; history of church music through Baroque, Romantic and Modern. Church Music Internship.

Palm Beach Atlantic College
Music Department
1101 S. Olive Avenue
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Dr. Ronnie L. Smith, Chairman
Four-year program accredited by the Southern Association, offering undergraduate degrees, including BA in Church Music. Curriculum also available to those wishing to minor in that field. Special Foreign Study/Travel program includes music, art, and architecture in Europe, five countries (Summer).

Warner Southern College
Department of Music
Lake Wales, FL 33853
Dr. Samuel Wellman, Chairperson
(813) 638-1426, ext. 33
Four-year college offering BA in Church Ministries, with concentrations in music or music/youth. Accredited by SACS. Courses include practicum and seminar in church music. Annual guest recitals in voice, piano, and other ministry related areas.

Georgia
Wesleyan College
Macon, GA 31297
Dr. Fletcher Anderson, Chairperson
(912) 477-1130, ext. 253
Four-year college, undergraduate only; accredited by NASM. BM in church music, performance, music education, piano pedagogy.

Illinois
Moody Bible Institute, Sacred Music Department
820 N. LaSalle Drive
Chicago, IL 60610
Gerald L. Raquet, Director
62 (312) 329-4060

University of Notre Dame
Department of Music
The University of Notre Dame provides an interdisciplinary program in Music and Theology for the pastoral musician leading to a Master of Music in Music and Liturgy.

- A curriculum stressing:
  Performance
  History and Theory
  Liturgical Studies
- Stipends available
- For information write:
  Calvin M. Bower, Chairman
  Department of Music
  Crowley Hall of Music
  Notre Dame, IN 46556
  (219) 239-6211

The Catholic University of America
School of Music
The only School of Music in the nation's capital... with Bachelors, Masters, and Doctoral degrees offered in over 30 areas of study...

M.L.M. and D.M.A. in Liturgical Music
B.M., M.M., D.M.A. in Organ Performance
The Schudi Tracker Organ, installed in 1981 is the official teaching/recital organ of the university.

For information on admission and scholarships contact
Dr. Elaine Walter, Dean
The Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C. 20064
(202) 635-5414
Three-year diploma programs in Church Music, with emphasis in voice, piano, organ, orchestral instruments, and composition. Five-year BA in Church music, and BSM. Accredited by AABC. Church Music Workshop in March, Church Music Conference in summer.

**Mundelein College, Music Department**
6263 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60660
Sr. Eliza Kenney, Chairperson
Sr. Dorothy Dwight, Program Coordinator
(312) 262-8100
Graduate and undergraduate programs.

**North Park College, Fine Arts Division**
5125 N. Spaulding
Chicago, IL 60625
Mr. Monroe Olson
(312) 583-5131, ext. 228
Four-year college, undergraduate only, accredited by NASM. BA in Organ; Independent Study in any Church Music related field.

**Northwestern University**
School of Music, Dept. of Church Music
Evanston, IL 60201
Richard Enright, Chairman
(312) 492-7575
Graduate and undergraduate degrees include BMus, MMus, DMus, in Church Music or Organ. Courses include Church Music Practicum, literature, organ pedagogy, and directed independent study possibilities. Accredited by NASM. Special summer workshops in church music and organ.

**Sherwood Conservatory of Music**
1014 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
Bryan D. Shilandcr, Dir. of Admissions
(312) 427-6267
Conservatory offering Bachelor's and non-degree programs in Performance. Specializes in training musicians to perform in public: liturgical, classical, or contemporary. Member of NASM. Distinguished faculty.

**Trinity Christian College,**
**Music Department**
6601 W. College Drive
Palos Heights, IL 60463
Karen A. DeMol, Chairperson
(312) 597-3000
Accredited by: NCACU, Ill. State Dept. of Education. AB in Music.
Major fields: Music Education; Applied Music: General Music.

**Indiana**
**University of Notre Dame,**
**Department of Music**
Crowley Hall of Music
Notre Dame, IN 46556
Calvin M. Bower, Director
(219) 283-6211
Undergraduate and graduate programs. Offers BM and MM in Music and Liturgy. MA in Liturgical Music. Program designed for the pastoral musician.

**Notre Dame Center for Pastoral Liturgy**
P.O. Box 81
Notre Dame, IN 46556
John Allyn Melleh, SM, Director
(219) 239-5435
The Center sponsors several workshops each year, both on the campus and...

---

**It’s not too early to plan for**

Theology and Liturgy in Summer 1984
at the University of Notre Dame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Among course offerings in Theology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Christology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian McDermott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Catholicism</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard McBrien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Doctrine of God</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo O'Donovan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theology and The Social Sciences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Baum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Nature of Systematic Theology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Tracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Synoptic Gospels</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Donahue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prophets</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Clifford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Tuition: $88 per credit hr.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summer Session 1984: June 18-August 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liturgical Year</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Baldovin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initiation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Yarnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Art and The Theological Imagination</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theology of the Cross:</strong> Catechumenate **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regis Duffy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liturgical Theology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Powers, S.J.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further information about Summer (or Academic Year: M.A., M.Div., Ph.D.) programs, write: Department of Theology Room 10 University of Notre Dame Notre Dame, IN 46556
throughout the country. Included among topics are "Church Building and Renovation," "Preparing Lent and Easter," "The Spirit of the Liturgy," all aimed at integrating renewed understanding of the liturgy with sound pastoral practice.

**University of Notre Dame**
Department of Theology
Room 10
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239-7811
Theology and Liturgy in Summer 1984: significant program leading to MA, MDiv, PhD; featuring national leaders in the fields of theology and liturgy.

**Rensselaer Program of Church Music and Liturgy**
Saint Joseph's College
P.O. Box 815
Rensselaer, IN 47978
Rev. Lawrence Heiman, CPPS, Director
(219) 866-7111
Graduate and undergraduate sequences: MA in Music with a concentration in Church Music and Liturgy, BA, BS in Music with a concentration in Church Music and Liturgy, AA in Church Music and Liturgy; non-degree Certificate in Church Music and Liturgy. Accredited by NCACSS, NCATE. Summer program (seven weeks) with courses leading to graduate/undergraduate degree or certificate.

**Valparaiso University**, Department of Music
Valparaiso, IN 46383
Eldon Balko, Chairman
(219) 464-5455
Undergraduate and graduate programs include studies in liturgy, hymnology, history of church music, and organ improvisation, as well as organ, chorale, theory, and history courses. Accredited by NASM and NCATE. Both BM and MM offered in Church Music. Annual Institute of Liturgical Studies and Church Music Seminar, three-day program in February.

**Idaho**
Northwest Nazarene College, Department of Music
Nampa, Idaho, 83686
Dr. Marvin E. Stallop, Church Music
(208) 467-8413
Four-year college offering BA in Church Music. Courses designed to integrate musical, theological, and general knowledge, and develop an awareness of the scope of ministry through music. Accredited by NASC, NCATE, CSWE.

**Drake University**
Department of Music
Des Moines, IA 50311
Dr. Marion A. Hall, Chairman
(515) 271-3879
BM degree with major in Church Music, open to students in both organ and voice. MM or MME degree may include Church Music courses. All students involved in performance throughout program. Many opportunities for part-time work as organists/directors in Des Moines area churches. Accredited by NASM. Summer High School Organ Symposium. Workshops, seminars offered by international performers during summer and year.

**University of Iowa**
School of Music, Organ Department
Iowa City, IA 52240
Dr. Delbert Disselhorst, Chairman
Dr. Delores Bruch, Church Music Dept.
(319) 335-7089
Accredited by NASM, graduate and undergraduate degree: BM, MA, MFA, DMA, Ph.D. All degrees tailored for church music emphasis include courses in liturgies, history of church music, pedagogy, church music literature, chant, service playing and improvisation, etc. Annual Organ Institute held in April, with topics and concerts relating to church music.

**Kansas**
Saint Mary College
Leavenworth, KS 66048
Sr. Anne Callahan, Chairperson
(913) 682-5151
Four-year college offering BM in piano, voice, violin, and BA in music. Accredited by NASM, NCATE.

St. Mary of the Plains College
Fine Arts Department
Dodge City, Kansas 67801
Stephen D. Bovendam, M.Ed.
(316) 225-4171 ext. 168
BA in Performance, BME, and BS in Music/Business. Interdisciplinary Degree in Music and Religious Studies, individually designed. Accredited by NCATE, NASM, NCACS.

**Kentucky**
Campbellsville College
Campbellsville, KY 42718
Mr. Jim Moore, Chairman
(502) 465-8158, ext. 270
Four-year college offering undergraduate courses leading to BM in Church Music; BA or BS with minor in Church Music. Private instruction includes voice, organ, piano, instruments. Accredited by SACS.

---

**Valparaiso University**
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

ORGAN & CHORAL FACULTY INCLUDES
Philip Gehring, Ph.D.
William F. Elfrig, D.M.A.
Frederick H. Telschow, D.M.A.
Eldon Balko, M.M.

- Bachelor & Master of Music degrees in Church Music and Performance
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
School of Church Music
2825 Lexington Road
Louisville, KY 40280
Milburn Price, Dean
(502) 897-4113
Master of Church Music with Second Majors in Performance (Voice, Organ, Piano, Orchestral Instruments); Pedagogy; Composition/Theory; Conducting; Music Education; Musicology; Ministry; Doctor of Musical Arts in Church Music. Accredited by NASM.

Louisiana
Louisiana State University
School of Music
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Lyle Merriman, Dean
Jerry Davidson, Chairman,
Church Music
(504) 388-8632
School of Music accredited by NASM, offers many degrees, including BM in Church Music. Curriculum includes broad range of church music interests, to complement the LSU Music School reputation.

Loyola University of the South
Department of Sacred Music
6363 St. Charles Ave.
New Orleans, LA 70118
Rev. Harry McMurray, SJ, Director
(504) 865-2111 or 865-3037
Graduate and undergraduate programs accredited by NASM. BM in organ. BM in Sacred Music. MMus in Organ. Curriculum in sacred music includes usual music courses plus liturgy, history, and internship.

Massachusetts
Berkshire Christian College
Music Department
Lenox, MA 01240
Prof. Wesley A. Ross, Director,
Church Music Program
(413) 637-0838
Accredited by American Association of Bible Colleges. Four year undergraduate college. BA in Theology (Church Music Curriculum). Emphasis on training for small church settings. Internship experience.

Eastern Nazarene College
23 East Elm Ave.
Wollaston, MA 02170
Robert Howard, Chairman,
Dept. of Music
(617) 773-6350 ext. 263
BS offered in Church Music/Youth Ministries. Courses include Music Theory, history, applied music, conducting, Bible, theology, Christian Education and Field Work. Accredited by NEASC.

Michigan
Aquinas College
1697 Robinson Road, S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
Dr. R. Bruce Early, Chairperson
(616) 459-8281 (Ext. 238)
Four-year liberal arts college with undergraduate and graduate programs accredited by North Central. B.A. in applied music, theory-history, religious studies. B.M. in applied music. B.Mus.Ed. Associate Degree in liturgical music. BA and BM in liturgical music, also Associate Degree.

Marygrove College
Music Department
8425 W. McNichols Road.
Detroit, MI 48221
Evelyn Evon, Chairperson
Sue Ann Vanderbeck, Coordinator for Sacred Music
(313) 862-8000, ext. 316 or 205

Siena Heights College
Music Department
1247 E. Siena Heights Dr.
Adrian, MI 49221
Ms. Susan Matych-Hager, Chairperson
(517) 263-0731 ext. 224
Four-year college offering BA with majors in Music, Music Performance, and Music Education. Accredited by NCASC.

William Tyndale College
Department of Music
35700 West Twelve Mile Road
Farmington Hills, MI 48018
Mr. Thomas Zimmerman, Chairperson
(313) 553-7200
Undergraduate school offering BM degree and Bachelor of Religious Education degree with a major in music.

Minnesota
College of St. Catherine
2004 Randolph Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55105
Susan Seid-Marti, Coordinator for Program for Certificate in Pastoral Music Ministry
(612) 690-6810
Certificate in Pastoral Music Ministry, includes theology, liturgy, and music.

Sacred Music Workshop
June 19, 20, 21
1984
at
Marygrove College
Detroit, Michigan

For information call:
(313) 862-8000, Ext. 316 or 205
or write to: Marygrove College
Attn: Music Department
8425 W. McNichols
Detroit, MI 48221

Please send information on the Sacred Music Workshop.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City, State, Zip: ____________________
Phone: ____________________________
Four-year college, offering degrees with major concentration in music, with emphasis in Liturgical Music. Accredited by NASM, NCACS. Call Office of Continuing Education for further information.

**College of Saint Teresa, Fine and Performing Arts Division**
1130 West Broadway
Winona, MN 55987
Ms. Eileen Whalen, Chairperson
(507) 454-2930, ext. 258
Four-year undergraduate college. Accredited by NASM, NAMT (Music Therapy), NCATE (Teacher Education). Offers BA in music with emphasis in Church Music.

**College of St. Thomas**
Department of Music
2115 Summit Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55105
Merritt C. Nequette, Chairman
(612) 647-5735
Four-year college offering BA in Music with emphasis in Liturgical Music. Accredited by NCASC, NASM.

**St. John’s University**
Collegeville, MN 56321
Bro. Robert Koopmann, OSB, Chairman
Dr. K.R. Kasling, Professor of Liturgical Music
(612) 363-5684
Fully accredited university offering BA and BM in Liturgical Music, Organ Performance; MA in Liturgy of Theology. Courses in: Liturgical Music for Parish Use, Service Playing, Organ Literature and Construction, Choral Repertoire, Cantorial Techniques, Guitar; applied music in all field; large number of liturgy and theology courses. Summer workshops and programs in liturgical music.

**St. Olaf College**
Northfield, MN 55057
Dr. Charles Forsberg, Chair,
Department of Music
Dr. John Ferguson, Director
Church Music Program
(507) 663-3180
Four-year undergraduate college offering BM in Church Music, concentration in organ or voice. Preparation includes study of liturgical music for the parish, Orff and handbells in the parish, improvisation, hymnology, and choral conducting; practical experience in parish work. Applied music in all fields including guitar and harpsichord. Theology offerings by Dept. of

---

**CERTIFICATE IN PASTORAL MUSIC MINISTRY**

**COLLEGE OF ST. CATHERINE**

The pastoral musician evangelizes, catechizes, and builds the Body of Christ. The challenge to the church artist is not only the development of musical skills, but also the deepening of theological reflection and liturgical spirituality. The Certificate Program in Pastoral Music Ministry is a response to that challenge.

Certificates are offered at two levels. Learning components include:

- Musical performance skills
- Academic requirements in music, liturgy and theology
- Music ministry internship
- Music Ministry portfolio

Like to learn more? Send for an information brochure on this unique program.

Sue Seid-Martin, Coordinator
Certificate in Pastoral Music Ministry
Office of Continuing Education
P.O. F-8, The College of St. Catherine
2004 Randolph Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55105
(612) 690-6819

---

**ST. JOHN’S UNIVERSITY**

Collegeville MN 56321

Fully accredited university offering BA and BM in Liturgical Music, Organ Performance, MA in Liturgy, Theology, and Liturgical Studies with Music options.

Courses in:
Liturgical Music for Parish Use
Service Playing
Organ Literature and Construction
Choral Repertoire
Cantorial Techniques
Guitar
Applied Music all fields
Over 20 permanent faculty
Outstanding facilities

**Contact:**

Fr. Robert Koopman, OSB
Chairman, Dept. of Music
Dr. K.R. Kasling, Professor of Liturgical Music

Telephone: (612) 363-5684
Religion. Accredited by NASM, MCATE, NCACSS, AAC, MCUCM. Summer Church Music Conferences, music camp for high school students.

Concordia College
Parish Music Program
275 N. Syndicate
St. Paul, MN 55104
Victor E. Gebauer, Coordinator
(612) 641-8250
New Program leading to BA in Church Music. Emphasis on parish service, worship planning, and musicianship. Church Music Certificate award to qualifying students. The program is unique in offering training for secondary areas of service in the parish (education, evangelism, youth ministry, etc.). Excellent field experience available. Job placement service. Program approved by the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. Annual summer workshop for high school youth.

Missouri
Avila College, Department of Music
11901 Wornall Road
Kansas City, MO 64145

Sr. de La Salle, CSJ,
Chairperson
(816) 942-8400
Undergraduate programs in liberal arts and professional programs. Graduate programs in education and business. Summer workshops in church music and religious studies. BA in church music, music education, applied music, religious studies.

Fontbonne College
6800 Wydown
St. Louis, MO 63105
Sr. Margaret Eugene, CSJ, Director of Continuing Education
Mary Ann Mulligan, CSJ, Ph.D., Dept. of Music
(314) 889-1408
Certificate Program in Church Music Ministry, with coursework offered in a series of evening, weekend, and summer workshops designed for mature adults who must divide time between church music education commitments and other responsibilities. BA, and BM degrees offered in Music, and Music Education. Accredited by NASM, MCATE, NCACSS. Summer Session on Liturgy and the Ministry of Music and Art, featuring nationally known leaders. See ad.

Montana
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
Donald W. Simmons
(406) 243-6800
Undergraduate and graduate programs: School of Music. Accredited by NASM. Offers BA, BM, BME and MA, MM, MME in organ. Carillon, organ literature, construction and design and organ pedagogy and service playing courses offered.

Nebraska
Nebraska Wesleyan University
Dept. of Music
50th and St. Paul
Lincoln, NE 68504
Dr. Paul R. Swanson
(402) 466-2371
Four-year college offering BM in Sacred Music. Programs include all necessary music courses in additions to history and religion courses. Accredited by NASM, NCAA, MCATE.

New Jersey
Westminster Choir College
Church Music Department
Princeton, NJ 08540

FONTBONNE COLLEGE St. Louis, Missouri
1984 Summer Session, June 18-22
Liturgy and the Ministry of Music and Art

An intensive five-day workshop focusing on the tools of celebration, music, church renovation, environmental art and principles of liturgy.

Rev. Eugene Walsh, SS.
Theologian, Teacher, Author
Washington, D.C.

Rev. John Buscemi
Artist Renovation Consultant.
Wisconsin.

Contact: Director of Continuing Education
6800 Wydown Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63105
(314) 889-1408

For musicians, artists, parish council members, liturgy planners, and clergy.
Part of elective coursework leading to the Certificate in Church Music Ministry.

Dr. Elaine Rendler
Campus Ministry
Georgetown University.
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF LITURGICAL MUSIC
ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
PRESENTS

EVANGELIZATION THROUGH MUSIC:
THE CHALLENGE IS OURS

JULY 9 – 12, 1984

The Reverend Andrew D. Ciferni, O. Praem., Daylesford Abbey, Paoli, Pa.
Evangelization Through Music

Dr. Fred Moleck, Seton Hill College, Greensburg, Pa.
The Eclectic Art of Pastoral Music

The Music of Taize: Volume II (All New Material)

Richard Proulx, Holy Name Cathedral, Chicago, Ill.
Choral Techniques and Literature

Dr. Elaine Rendler, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
The Experience of Evangelization

Robert Hebble,Organist, Composer, Arranger, Educator and Clinician
Organ Improvisation

Don Campbell, Author, Music Consultant, Dallas, Texas
Awakening The Spirit Through Music and The Arts

Morning Prayer And Eucharistic Liturgies Daily
Concerts, Organ Recitals and Fellowship

The Seminar will be conducted at the Catholic Center at New York University
58 Washington Square South, New York, New York

Housing available at New York University dormitories and Prince George Hotel

For complete information and brochure contact:
John-Michael Caprio, Director
New York School of Liturgical Music
1011 First Avenue, New York, New York 10022
(212) 371-1000 Extension 2291
Dr. John S.C. Kemp, Chairperson  
(609) 921-0111

Four-year college of music, undergraduate and graduate programs. Accredited by: NASM, NASDTE, MSACSS. Offers BM, MM in church music. Holds Saturday Seminars in church music three times annually. Offers a summer session with workshops on many subjects, including organ, choir, chant, hymnody, conducting, handbells.

**New York**

**New York School of Liturgical Music**

1011 First Ave.  
New York, NY 10022  
John Michael Caprio, Director  
(212) 371-1000, ext. 2291

A comprehensive and practical three year course of study in Music Ministry. Certification offered in: organ, organist/choirmaster, guitarist, cantor, conducting. Offered also are multiple seminars on many subjects throughout the academic year in addition to Summer Seminar, July 9-12, 1984.

**State University College**

Department of Music  
Geneseo, NY 14454  
Dr. James Willey, Chairperson  
(716) 245-5824

Four year college offering BA in Music, Applied, History, or Theory. Minors also offered in Music Theatre, and Piano Pedagogy.

**North Carolina**

**Appalachian State University, Department of Music**

Boone, NC 28608  
E.G. McCloud, Chairperson  
(704) 262-3020


**Gardner-Webb College**

Dept. of Fine Arts  
Boiling Springs, NC 28017  
Dr. George R. Cribb, Chairman  
(704) 434-2361, ext. 333

Four-year institution offering BA degree with major in Music, Sacred Music/Religion, and Sacred Music concentrations. Courses include Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration, Church Music Administration.

**Elementary and Secondary. Accredited by SACS, NASM.**

**Meredith College, Department of Music and Performing Arts**

Raleigh, NC 27607-9988  
Dr. W. David Lynch, Chairman  
(919) 833-6461


**Pfeiffer College**

Dept. of Music  
Box K  
Misenheimer, NC 28109  
Stanley R. Scheer, Chairperson  
(704) 463-7343

Four-year Methodist related college offering BA in Church Music, Christian Education/Music, and Music Education. In 1984 to offer BM in Church Music. Core courses include three terms of conducting, Church Music Administration, Music and History, Voice, Organ and Piano, and Choral. Accredited by NASM, SACS. Summer Music Camp for Youth.

**Ohio**

**University of Cincinnati**

College Conservatory of Music  
111 Emery Hall  
Cincinnati, OH 45221  
Joseph W. Polk, Dean  
Warren E. George, Assoc. Dean  
W. Harold Laster, Asst. Dean  
(513) 475-5402

Graduate and undergraduate Conservatory, offering BM, MM, DMA, in Organ Performance, Piano Performance, and BM in Classical Guitar Performance. Organ Scholarship Competition for graduates and undergraduates. Accredited by NCACSS, NASM.

**Wittenberg University, School of Music**

Box 720  
Springfield, OH 45501  
Dr. Frederick F. Jakisch, Dean  
(513) 327-7211

Four-year college, and Graduate School offering BM and MSM with concentrations in worship and music, history of liturgical music, composition, hymnology, organ, voice and harpsichord. Accredited by NASM.

---

**CCM can provide the Key to Success!**

University of Cincinnati College Conservatory of Music Organ Scholarship Competition

**March 31, 1984**

**Graduate Awards**

First prize  
$2,000 plus full tuition

Second prize  
$1,500 plus full tuition

Third prize  
$1,000 plus full tuition

**Undergraduate Award**

First prize  
$500 plus full tuition

CCM Organ Faculty  
Dr. Roberta Gary  
Dr. David Mulbury

The cash awards are made possible through the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. John Strader.

Audition deadline:  
**March 10, 1984**

All applicants must be accepted for admission to the University of Cincinnati College Conservatory of Music in order to be named a finalist. Preliminary auditions may be by tape or in Cincinnati on one of the following dates:  
**January 26, 1984**  
**February 18, 1984**  
**March 10, 1984**

For application materials and repertoire requirements contact:  
W. Harold Laster, Assistant Dean  
College Conservatory of Music  
University of Cincinnati  
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221  
(513) 475-5403
Oklahoma
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
Department of Music
Weatherford, OK 73096
Dr. Charles Chapman, Chairman
(405) 772-6611, Ext. 4455
Four-year university accredited by NASM, NCACSS, offering various degrees and areas of concentration within the department of music. Bachelor of Arts in Sacred Music includes directed reading in Church Music History and Liturgy, independent study in practice and form, with a Church Music Internship.

Oregon
Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning
Program of Worship/Music Division
Marylhurst Education Center, Marylhurst, OR 97036
Sr. Lucie Hutchinson, SR., Elaine Kraft, Chairpersons
Sr. Patricia Baxter, Program Coordinator
(503) 636-8141
Four-year college accredited by NASM, and NACU. Undergraduate degree, BA, or certificate, with specialization in music and worship. Courses in Spirituality and Ministry, Sacraments, Scripture, Liturgy and Music. Cycle of seminars and workshops throughout the year. Certificate for Music Ministry available.

University of Portland, Departments of Music and Theology
5000 N. Williamette Blvd.
Portland, OR 97203
Roger O. Doyle, DMA, Director of Program
(503) 283-7228
Four year college and graduate school offering Master of Music degree with Music and Worship concentration. Music and Worship degree offered together with Marylhurst College for Lifelong Learning and other collaborating institutions, includes course work in Music Styles and Analysis, Advanced Conducting, Liturgical Studies, and Music in Worship, as well as special emphasis on music skills and a comprehensive seminar on the Integration of Music and Worship. Special Summer Session courses and workshops also available. Accredited by NWASC.

Pennsylvania
Duquesne University, School of Music
600 Forbes Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15282
Michael Kumer, Acting Dean
(412) 344-6082
Graduate and undergraduate programs offering BM and MM degrees with emphasis in organ or voice. Performance opportunities available, job placement excellent. Accredited by: NASM, NCACSS. Summer programs include: Handbell workshop, Church Music Practicum, Choral Conducting, Hymnody, Organ Design and Maintenance.

Grove City College
Dept. of Music
Grove City, PA 16127
Dr. Edwin Arnold, Chairperson
(412) 458-6600
Four-year college offering Bachelor of Music in Church Music, Music Education, Business and Music, Music and Related Arts.

Marywood College
Department of Music
2300 Adams Ave.
Scranton, PA 18509
Ms. Jane E. McGowry, Chairperson
(717) 348-6268
Graduate and Undergraduate degrees offered in Church Music. Programs include Sacred Music Literature, vocal and accompaniment, Service Music, Contemporary Practices, and Methods and Administration. Graduate courses include Musicology, Analysis, Advanced Conducting, Arranging, Orchestration, Counterpoint, Composition, as well as Graduate Religious Studies. Accredited by NASM, PDE, MTNA. Summer Workshops: Project Voice, Liturgical Music, and Choral Music.

College Misericordia, Music Department
Dallas, PA 18612
Betsy W. Porruczek, Chairperson
(717) 675-2181
Accredited by: NASM, Music Therapy Association, KS. BA in Music with major in organ. BM in Education and Therapy. Undergraduate only.

Seton Hill College
Greensburg, PA 15601
George Dadosman, Chairperson
(412) 834-2200
Accredited by: NASM. Undergraduate only. Summer workshop in conjunction with the diocese of Greensburg.

Susquehanna University
Dept. of Music
Selinsgrove, PA 17870
Dr. Donald Beckie, Chairperson
(717) 374-0101, ext. 292
Four-year institution offering Bachelor of Music in Church Music, Organ, Voice, Piano, Music Education, Studio Teaching. Bachelor of Arts in Music in Organ, Voice, Orchestral instruments, and Guitar. Accredited by NASM, PDE. Lutheran Summer Choral Workshop, and Workshops in various instruments.

Temple University, College of Music
Presser Hall, 13th and Norris Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19122

DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15282
School of Music

DEGREE PROGRAMS IN SACRED MUSIC
Major in Organ or Voice
Church Music Practicum/Special weekly liturgies in University Chapel

SYMPOSIUM IN CHORAL TECHNIQUES AND REPERTOIRE
June 11-15, 1984

Organ Faculty:
Ann Laboursky, Dir. of Sacred Music
David Billings, Peggy Kelly Reinburg

Dir. of Choral Activities,
Dir. of Graduate Studies:
Robert Shankovich

Please write for further information about degree programs, and Summer Courses in Sacred Music.
Helen Laird, Dean
(215) 787-8301
College of music. Accredited by
NASM. Courses and graduate and
undergraduate degrees in organ, choral
performance and conducting; organ
practicum in music ministry. Summer
sessions: master classes.

Rhode Island

Barrington College, School of
Music
Middle Highway
Barrington, RI 02806
Dr. Douglas E. Schoen, Chairperson
(401) 246-1200, ext. 298
Accredited by: NASM, NEACSS,
NASDTEK. Undergraduate programs
only. BM in Church Music (Organ,
Voice Instruments). Summer programs:
Church Music Seminary, Handbell
Workshop, Music for Children and
Youth, Choral School, Music Education
Workshop.

South Carolina

Presbyterian College
Dept. of Fine Arts
South Broad St., Box 975
Clinton, SC 29325
Dr. Stephen G. Schaeffer, Chairman
(803) 833-2830, ext. 466, or 470
Four year college offering Bachelor of
Arts in Music, Fine Arts/Music, Chris-
tian Education, Fine Arts/Drama.
Courses in Church Music, Conducting,
Service Playing, Organ Design and
Literature, Applied Music. Accredited
by SACSS, AMCM, ASCC, APC. Sum-
mer: Presbyterian College Piano Clinic,
Lectures and Fine Arts Series, PC
Saturday Seminars.

Tennessee

Lee College, Department
of Music
Cleveland, TN 37321
Dr. Jim Burns, Chairperson
(615) 472-3849
Four year college granting BM in
Education, BA in Applied Music and
Church Music. Accredited by SACS.
Church Music Seminar, February

Memphis State University
Music Department, Sacred
Music Division
Memphis, TN 38152
(901) 445-2543
Graduate and Undergraduate pro-
grams, accredited by NASM, BMus,
MMus, DMA degrees available in
sacred music with concentration in
organ or vocal/choral. Summer pro-
grams offered.

Texas

North Texas State University
School of Music
Denton, TX 76203
Dr. Marcelo Myers, Dean
(817) 656-2791
Graduate and Undergraduate degrees
offered in Music and Music Education.
Course offerings include voice and
organ, harpsichord, piano, choral
music, conducting, Seminar in Church
Music. Accredited by NASM. Summer
Programs each year.

Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary
School of Church Music
P.O. Box 22000
Fort Worth, TX 76112
James C. McKinney, Dean
(817) 923-1921
School of music with graduate pro-
grams only. Accredited by NASM,
SACS, and ATS. DMA and MM with
majors in voice, organ, piano, orches-
tral instruments, conducting, church
music, music history, composition, or
theory. Master of Church Music.
Associate in Church Music available to
undergraduates over 30. Regular sum-
mer sessions. January-annual Church
Music Workshop offers professional
level training.

Southern Methodist University
Division of Music
Meadows School of the Arts
Dallas, TX 75275
Dr. Charles M. Joseph
(214) 692-2587
School of Music, graduate and under-
graduate degrees offered. BM and MM
in Organ, Voice, Conducting, Piano.
Master of Sacred Music. Accredited by
NASM.

Texas Lutheran College, Music
Department
1000 W. Court
Seguin, TX 78155
Dr. Sigurd Christiansen, Chairperson
(512) 379-4161, ext. 325
Accredited by: SACSS; TX Assn.
Music Schools. Undergraduate pro-
grams only. BA in Church Music.

University of St. Thomas
3812 Montrose
Houston, TX 77006
Sr. Jane Conway, SSM, Director
(713) 522-7911, ext. 241
Four year college accredited by SACS,
TAMS. Bachelor degrees in Music
Education Performance, and BA in
Liturgical Music. Certification by the
Institute of Music Ministry is recog-
nized by the Diocese of Galveston-
Houston. Requirements include courses
in music and theology/liturgy. Special
Summer Event: Music and Liturgy
Workshop, three day intensive event.
Write or call for dates.

Wayland Baptist University
Division of Christian Communication
Arts
1900 W. 7th
Plainview, TX 79072
Mr. W. Duane Harris, Chairperson
(806) 296-5521, ext. 65
School of Music offers Bachelor of
Music degree in Church Music, Music
Education, Applied Music, Music
Theory/Composition. Accredited by
SACS, TEA.

Vermont

St. Michael's College
Church Music Workshop
WINOOSKI, VERMONT 05404
Dr. William Tortolano, Chairperson
(802) 655-2000
Four-year college, undergraduate and
graduate courses. BA with double
major in Fine Arts/Music or Fine
Arts/Music Education. Annual Church
Music Workshop July 5, 6, 7, 1984;
also Ward Music Institute and
Gregorian Chant Workshop, July 9-26,
1984.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Seventh Annual
CHURCH MUSIC WORKSHOP
JULY 5-7, 1984
—and—
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL MUSIC
according to the
Ward Method
also an
INTRODUCTION TO
GREGORIAN CHANT
July 9-26, 1984
(full scholarships available)

WRITE TO:
DR. WILLIAM TORTOLANO
SAINT MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
WINOOSKI, VERMONT 05404
(802) 655-2000 ext. 2508/2577
Virginia
Hampton Institute, Department of Music
Hampton, VA 23668
Dr. Willia E. Daughtry
(804) 727-5402
Accredited by: NASM. Undergraduate programs only. BA in Music.

CBN University
CBN Center
Virginia Beach, VA 23453
Mr. Jack Ralston
(804) 424-7000, ext. 4163
School of Fine Arts. September 1984. All graduate courses leading to Master's in Church Music, Organ, Voice, Conducting, and Liturgics. Summer Music Seminars, Workshops, Institutes.

Washington
Ft. Wright College
W. 4000 Randolph Rd.
Music Building
Spokane, WA 99204
Sr. Janet Gorman, SNJM, Coordinator
(509) 326-9516
Music Center offering private lessons in vocal and all instruments. Liturgy and Conducting workshops upon request.

Pacific Lutheran University
Department of Music
Tacoma, WA 98447
David P. Robbins, Chairman
(206) 535-7608
Graduate and undergraduate programs. Bachelor of Music in Church Music, Organ, or Voice. Includes courses in hymnology, sacred music literature, organ history, vocal literature and pedagogy, conducting, and a Church Music Practicum. Accredited by NASM, NASC. Special Summer Event: Choral Workshop. August 6-10. Write for special brochure.

University of Puget Sound
School of Music
Tacoma, WA 98416
James Sorensen, Director
Edward Hansen, Chairman
(206) 756-3253
Undergraduate degree programs offered, specializing in choral and church related fields. Accredited by NASM, NASC. Summer Programs. Offers a BM in church music, either organ or choral. Internship in local churches required.

Seattle Pacific University
School of Fine and Performing Arts
Seattle, WA 98119
Dr. Vernon Wicker, Chairperson
Department of Church Music
(206) 281-2205, 281-2928
BA, MA, and MCM degrees offered in Church Music. Program covers the spectrum of inter-faith church music and hymnody, related arts, theology and scripture, as well as music theory, history, and applied instruction in voice, organ, piano, and instruments. Accredited by NASM. 1984 Summer School includes: Church Music of Black America II, with Portia Maulsby, Handbell Workshop with Don Allured, and Off Workshops.

West Virginia
West Virginia State College
Music Department
Institute, WV 25112
Dr. W. Kent Hall, Chairman
(304) 766-3195
Four-year college offering Associate Degree in Church Music.

Wisconsin
Alverno College, Department of Music
3401 S. 39th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53215
Sr. Mary Hueller, Chairperson
(414) 647-3908
Four-year undergraduate college. Accredited by: NASM, NCACS. BM in Music Education/Liturgical Music; BA in religious studies with a minor in church music; and AA in church music. Also has a Specialist Program in church music.

Canada
University of Windsor
School of Music
401 Sunset Avenue
Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4
Prof. Richard Householder, Director
(519) 253-4232, ext. 132 or
(519) 963-6112, ext. 132
B. Mus. in Performance (organ) or individualized program (conducting). Honours BA in Music and Religious Studies. Courses include Church Music and Service playing, Organ Literature, Vocal Literature, Choral Literature, conducting, choral ensembles, and private study.

Wilfrid Laurier University
Faculty of Music
75 University Ave. West
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3C5
Dr. Gordon K. Greene, Dean
(519) 884-1070, ext. 2431
School of Music offering BM in Church Music, BM in Performance (Organ), and BA in Music.

PACIFIC LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
Tacoma, Washington 98447
Offering Quality Academic Programs
B.M. in Church Music, with emphasis on liturgical context
B.M. and M.M. in Voice and Organ Performance
Richard Sparks, Edward Harmic, Choral faculty
Mira Frohmayer, Chair of Vocal Studies
David P. Dahl, Chair of Organ and Church Music Studies
Catalog and Music Handbook available on request

MUSIC FOR THE PASTORAL MUSICIAN
Specialist Program — Men and Women
Associate of Arts Degree
2 year program
Bachelor of Music Degree
For further information contact:
Alverno College
3401 South 39th Street / Milwaukee, WI 53215
1-414-647-3908
"IN MY HOME I HAVE A RODGERS ORGAN AND A STEINWAY PIANO."

ROBERT HEBBLE
American composer/organist
B.M. Music, Yale; M.S. Music, Juilliard

At Rodgers, we don't ask famous artists to "endorse" our instruments. But we are proud when a musician of the caliber of Robert Hebble says, "In my home I have a Rodgers organ and a Steinway piano."

We invite you to try our new 205 Pipe Augmented Organ at your nearest Rodgers Showroom. Experience for yourself why this was Robert Hebble's personal choice.

Well-known both nationally and internationally, Robert Hebble studied composition at The Juilliard School, and was a private pupil of Nadia Boulanger in Paris. At age 16, Hebble was appointed assistant to Virgil Fox at Riverside Church in New York. Today, Hebble maintains a busy schedule as organist and lecturer at workshops designed for church musicians. These workshops in hymn-improvisation and compositional techniques demonstrate his unique style and personal kaleidoscope of harmonic colors in a most creative and dynamic manner. Since 1979 Hebble's original organ works have been commissioned by The Riverside Church, St. Paul's Lutheran Church, Orlando, Florida, and The Garden Grove Community Church ("Crystal Cathedral"), Garden Grove, California. His works are published by Bradley Publications, New York.

A free brochure is available by writing:
MARKETING SERVICES / RODGERS ORGAN COMPANY
1300 N.E. 25th AVENUE / HILLSBORO, OREGON 97123

RODGERS ORGAN COMPANY

Respected and supported by major church musicians and religious leaders worldwide. A member of CBS Musical Instruments, A Division of CBS Inc.